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Highland Games 2019 Planning
EU celebrates heritage with bagpipes, bonfire and more

Boro’s future
More details on the strategic
plan for EU begin to emerge
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

On Feb. 21, 2019, Dr. James Fisher, co-chair of Edinboro
University’s Strategic Planning Committee, stood at the head of a
town hall meeting.
“We have the challenge of investing further in our academic
programming and also in initiatives that benefit our students,” he
began, “while at the same time trying to manage a fairly tricky
financial situation within the university; we have some budget
challenges.” Fisher asserted shortly after that the necessary
changes could only be defined through “careful, transparent, and
unsentimental strategic planning.”
Fall 2019 marks the first year of the Strategic Plan, the map of
which is essentially complete, but implementation of this requires
constant adaptation and the formation of action committees.
The mentioned strategic planning committee, meanwhile,
consists of staff and faculty members from multiple departments
and facets of campus life willing to volunteer their time. They’re
well aware of the challenges facing EU as the plan kicks off.
“The fiscal issues across the [state] system and here at
Edinboro are no big secret,” said Co-Chair of the committee Matt
Cettin. “But what we lack in capital we can make up with in time
and talent. We have incredible people here with various talents
and a tremendous wealth of knowledge. They also have a love
for the university and its students that you cannot put a price on.
So, we are counting on this to be an ‘all hands on deck’ strategic
plan.”
The released plan for 2019-2024 has several goals: address
student well-being, academic achievement and student

Strategic Plan, A3
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For the full photo gallery of the Highland Games, visit edinboronow.com.

EU Communications launches
the ‘Tartan Talks’ podcast
By Samantha Mannion
& Madison Streich
Staff Writers

Edinboro University launched its new
podcast series “Tartan Talks” on Sept. 3.
The series, hosted by EU’s Manager of
Communications Christopher LaFuria, is
scheduled for a 16-episode run throughout
the 2019-20 academic year.
“We all have stories to tell,” said LaFuria.
“A podcast is a way to connect with the
people on campus through their stories,
whether it be the makers, doers or creators.”
Tartan Talks highlights professors, students
and staff members on the EU campus who
have stories to share with the greater campus
community. As of Sept. 12, four episodes have
been released, available on services like Apple
Podcasts, Spotify, Google Podcasts and more.
LaFuria hopes to release two episodes per
month going forward, along with a special
holiday schedule.
These four episodes have centered on
three professors and one student. Topics span
from female writers of the beat era, to crime
scene investigation.
The first episode of Tartan Talks
features Dr. Mary Paniccia Carden from
the Department of English and Philosophy.
The topic for this episode was inspired by a
book Carden had written about the female
writers of the beat generation of the 1950s
and 1960s. According to LaFuria, “she found
in her research that a lot of the male writers
had been highlighted the most, so she did
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kind of a deep dive into the female writers of
the era.”
Episode two is tied to the Highland Games.
Dr. Tim Thompson, a professor in the
Department of Communication, Journalism
and Media spoke about the games, which have
taken place in Edinboro for 20 years. LaFuria
says the episode is about, “Scottish heritage,
the Highland Games, the trips he’s taken to
Scotland and everything he finds so majestic
about Scotland.”
Episode three is LaFuria’s interview with
Michelle Vitali, a faculty member from the
art department and an illustrator by trade.
The installment goes into her experience
with crime scene investigation. LaFuria
says of the installment: “she does realistic
drawings and sculptures of body parts that
might be found. In one instance there was
a severed head that was found in the woods
and they called her to try and recreate it.”
Installment four is with Mia Harvey, or
“the campus bagpipe queen,” as LaFuria
described her. She was originally going to
be a part of the second episode on Scottish
heritage, but he said, “her story was so
unique that we decided to do a whole little
bonus episode.”
The inspiration for these conversations
stem from LaFuria’s love of storytelling. “On
campus, we have so many different stories
that are told casually between friends, [or]
professors might tell the stories in their
classes, but they’re so interesting that it
seemed only necessary to share them with a
bigger audience,” he said. LaFuria hopes that
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Chris LaFuria, creator of ‘Tartan Talks,’ was inspired by the many interesting
stories he’s heard around campus and wanted to give them a platform.
in the future Tartan Talks will help further
connect students to their professors even
before they have them in class.
LaFuria stated that podcasting is such an
easy and inexpensive way to hear someone’s
story. He did not only want to do academic
stories, but insights on the individuals on
campus. “You can get a 20-25 minute story
from walking with someone to class or just
sitting next to someone,” said LaFuria.
He continued, “I constantly have someone
telling a story in my ear...I am a huge podcast
dork, and I thought this was a cool way to

Spectator Music

capture stories about people around campus.”
In the future, LaFuria wants to do
live shows for students to attend as the
podcast develops, modeling them after the
Uncomfortable Conversations format. Those
interested can look for Tartan Talks on Apple
Podcasts, Spotify, Stitcher, Pocket Casts and
Google Podcasts, as well as the Edinboro
University website by searching “Tartan
Talks.”
Samantha Mannion & Madison Streich
@edinboronow
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BoroSync to EngagEU
By Danielle Pius
Staff Writer

Travel funding changes, upcoming
elections and new platform discussed
at 1st meeting of the fall semester
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

Travel funding, elections and EngagEU were topics
of conversation at the first Edinboro University Student
Government Association (EUSGA) meeting of the
semester. The meeting, which took place on Monday, Sept.
9 at 6:30 p.m. in the Pogue Student Center Multipurpose
Room, was led by EUSGA President Olivia Franchock
and Finance Officer Logan Watson. The first order of
business was reminding students that EUSGA is no longer
responsible for distributing travel funds for organizational
trips to academic conferences.
“You will have to go through your dean’s office to get
funding for that,” Watson explained.
This change is new as of the Spring 2019 semester. In
an email, Franchock and then interim university president
Michael Hannan said: “To support the efforts of students
traveling for academic purposes, the SGA has decided
to dedicate, annually, a percentage of the overall amount
of student activity fees — approximately 10% — for this
purpose. These funds will be divided among the College
of Science and Health Professions, the College of Arts,
Humanities, and Social Sciences, the School of Education,
and the School of Business in proportion to each School/
College’s percentage of the student body.”
Additionally, Watson pointed out that EUSGA vehicles
are not to be used for travel outside of the trip to and
from the hotel, or between the hotel and location that the
conference is occurring.
“You can’t use the SGA vehicle for picking up groceries

when you get to your destination, or for trips to museums
[and other attractions]. Additionally, your meals are not
covered by SGA either, so don’t bring us your receipts from
your McDonald’s run and expect to be reimbursed for that”
said Watson.
The next topic of discussion was the open seats on the
EUSGA Executive Board that need to be filled. Open
positions are: vice president, parliamentarian, director of
public relations, and secretary. New congress members are
also being looked for. Applications opened up on Sept. 9
and will close on Sept. 15 at midnight. Once applications
are received, candidates will give speeches on Sept. 16 at
6:30 p.m. The location for speeches has not be announced
as of print deadline. From Sept. 16-22, the campus will
vote for which candidates they believe should fill the open
seats. On Sept. 23 at 6:30 p.m. during the congress meeting,
candidates will be sworn in to their new positions.
Individuals interested can find the application online on
the SGA tab on EngagEU.
The last order of business announced was the switch
from BoroSync to EngagEU as a platform to hold all club
information. As this switch is being made, all EUSGA
registered clubs will have to create a new page for their
club on EngagEU, a task that will help EUSGA create an
updated list of active clubs, according to EUSGA director of
operations, Leslie Colonello.
The next EUSGA meeting will take place on Monday,
Sept. 23 at 6:30 in Pogue MPR.

BoroSync, a MyEdinboro service
that allowed the Edinboro University
Student Government Association
(EUSGA) to approve clubs and their
funding, among other functions, is
no longer in use. The service was
also meant to give organizations a
platform to post club information
and was intended as a central spot
for the campus community to learn
about events taking place.
Over the summer, EUSGA
made the switch from BoroSync
to EngagEU. According to Leslie
Colonello, EUSGA director of
operations, the switch was made to
make life easier for the faculty and
students of the university. “I chose
the summer to make the switch
because that’s the longest time period
where students aren’t active in the
system, so it was the easiest time to
migrate everything over, learn how to
use it, and then be able to teach the
students how to use it.”
Both BoroSync and EngagEU are
owned by Campus Labs, meaning
that both platforms are similar in setup. “They (Campus Labs) are getting
rid of WorkSync because most of the
campuses use Engage, so they want

all of their campuses to use Engage,”
said Colonello.
For the most part, EngagEU does
the same things as BoroSync with the
addition of the Corq (pronounced
like “Cork”) application, which is
free for students to use. Corq helps
students keep up with campus events
by providing info right at their
fingertips. With this addition, they
can see what events are going on,
what time they are happening, and
they’re also able to swipe into the
event from their mobile devices — no
student ID card needed.
“We did a 10-day free trial over
Welcome Weekend [and] students
really enjoyed it,” said Colonello.
According to Colonello, the
EngagEU interface is generally more
user-friendly than BoroSync. “People
really like this app. They say it is a lot
easier to use.”
As of the switch, all organizations
are locked out of BoroSync. Clubs
that have information still stored
in BoroSync are asked to speak to
Colonello before October so that
she can retrieve this information
for them. She can be contacted at
lcolonello@edinborosga.com.
Danielle Pius | @edinboronow

Shayma Musa | eupnews.spectator@gmail.com
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Edinboro students help clean up French Creek on Sept. 7.

Seed Club participates in French Creek
clean-up, gathers 380 pounds of trash
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

380 pounds.
That’s how much trash
was collected by two student
organizations during the annual
French Creek Cleanup on Saturday,
Sept. 7 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.
Around 20 participants involved
with Students of Edinboro for
Environmental Defense (SEED)
and Campus Outdoor Recreation
Experience (CORE) combined to
work in several different locations,
including Edinboro and Waterford
before a weigh-in at the Voodoo
Brewery Production Facility in
Meadville.
CORE became involved in the
cleanup for the first time this year

while SEED has been participating
for approximately a decade.
Their faculty advisor, Dr. Karen
Eisenhart, an associate professor
in the geosciences department,
appreciates that this event helps
people be social and raises awareness
about Edinboro’s place near a local
watershed.
Overall, more than 800 people
from local areas joined in and more
than 34,800 pounds of trash were
collected, according to a Facebook
post from the French Creek Valley
Conservancy.
Ways to get involved can be found
at frenchcreekconservancy.org or by
calling (814) 337-4321.
Amber Chisholm
eupnews.spectator@gmail.com

Edinboro ranks nationally in
social mobility by U.S. News
By Shayma Musa
News Editor

The U.S. News and World Report ranked Edinboro University 82nd among
regional universities in the northeast for social mobility. This new category
measures the graduation rate of universities that assign many Federal Pell
Grants to students. Pell Grants are awarded to students whose families earn
an income less than $50,000 annually. The ranking was released on Sept. 9
and can be found in the 35th edition of the U.S. News and World Report Best
College Rankings.
Shayma Musa | eupnews.spectator@gmail.com
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Potterfest festival returns for 9th annual
run under new branding as Wizardfest
By Collin Alekson
Staff Writer

Dr. Corbin Fowler is prepping once again
to bring the world of magic to Edinboro’s
community, as the ninth annual Wizardfest is
fast approaching.
Fowler initially drew inspiration for this
annual festival from the famous JK Rowlingpenned “Harry Potter” book series and its
subsequent movie adaptations. In 2010, Fowler
and late provost Phil Ginnetti, along with
other faculty members, began to collaborate
on planning the festival.
“Not only was I energized to do this, but I
was discovering that a whole bunch of people
were feeling the same thing,” said Fowler.
The first Wizardfest was hosted in 2011,
then under the name Potterfest. Since then,
the festival has changed over time, eventually
morphing into the Wizardfest rebranding this
year.
The first four years of Potterfest were also
highlighted by an academic conference, called
The Ravenclaw Chronicles, which offered
keynote speakers and papers by university
students focusing on subjects related to
witchcraft and Harry Potter. Eventually, Fowler
compiled students’ academic papers into a
book called “The Ravenclaw Chronicles.”
Today, they’ve transitioned to the
Wizardfest name after communication with
some powerful individuals.
“We hit the Warner Bros. radar screen, so I
received some friendly email messages from
them to me suggesting that they would really
prefer we change the title,” Fowler said. “It
wasn’t a big deal because people are getting the
same message.”

This year’s Wizardfest will run Sept. 14-22.
The events will include trivia contests, movie
screenings, games, contests and cosplay
showcase.
On Sept. 17, the Edinboro University
Concert Band will perform in the “Harry
Potter Music Night” concert, which will be
hosted in Cole Auditorium.
“For a number of years there have been
faculty in the Music Department that wanted
to be involved,” Fowler explained. “This year,
Professor [Charles] Lute will conduct the
arrangements of Harry Potter music.”
The festival is also not just a university
affair, according to Fowler.
“It was [about] connecting with school
and it was connecting with local businesses.”
Businesses involved with this year’s Wizardfest
include but, are not limited to: Earthshine,
Goodell Gardens and Homestead, and Hello
Beautiful Boutique in Cambridge Springs.
Off-campus attractions hosted by the
festival include the Wizard Escape Room being
held at the Blasco Branch of the Erie County
Public Library (Sept. 16-17) and raffle with
the Wooden Buffalo Farm Corn Maze (Sept.
14-21).
On Sept. 19, various activities will be hosted
at Goodell Gardens and Homestead, featuring
Edinboro local businesses like The Kilted Kiln
as well as the Tamarack Wildlife Refuge of
Meadville.
A schedule of Wizardfest events can
be found on Facebook under “Edinboro
Wizardfest 2019.”
Collin Alekson | eupnews.spectator@gmail.com

Former USC gynecologist accused
of abusing patients surrenders
his medical license
Los Angeles Times
Tribune News Service

The former University of Southern
California gynecologist accused of
mistreating scores of patients has
surrendered his medical license, state
officials said Monday.
The announcement came two months
after George Tyndall was arrested and
charged with committing more than two
dozen felonies at the campus clinic where he
practiced for decades.
“The incidents outlined in the Board’s
accusation against George Tyndall are
egregious violations,” said Kimberly
Kirchmeyer, executive director of the
California Medical Board, in a statement
released by the board.

“On behalf of California consumers, the
Board achieved the highest level of patient
protection with the surrender of Tyndall’s
license.”
The 29 felonies laid out in a criminal
filing by the Los Angeles County district
attorney’s office concerned allegations by 16
women involving incidents between 2009
and 2016, and carry a potential prison term
of up to 53 years, authorities said.
The arrest was the capstone of a yearlong
investigation that ballooned into the largest
sex crimes inquiry involving a single
suspect in Los Angeles Police Department
history. The charges represented only a tiny
fraction of the allegations made to police
and prosecutors by nearly 400 women and
spanned the final seven of Tyndall’s 27 years
at the university.

Wizardfest, previously called Potterfest, will begin on Sept. 14.

File Photos

Strategic Plan
From A1

engagement, as well as enhancing institutional
health, enhancing the health of auxiliary
institutions, and improving campus climate. Of
the plan, Fisher stated in an email interview,
“There is a tremendous amount of positive
momentum taking place at the university and
the strategic plan is designed to build on that
momentum — but also focus our efforts so that
we can ensure that the university continues to
evolve into the very best version of itself for our
current and future students.”
Regarding student well-being and
achievement, the plan proposes taking measures
to simplify and clarify campus processes by
auditing “resources, complexity of processes,
and clarity of information that are primarily
used by students/faculty from the perspective
of students/faculty.” Also, this could include
creating a case manager style position to help
students and their parents navigate campus
processes, such as financial aid. Improving the
effectiveness of general communications on
campus is also mentioned, with examples being
keeping commuter students and freshmen better
informed about campus events and resources. It
also aims at improving the financial literacy of
students.
In another email interview, Cettin explained
revenue generation is of utmost importance,
however, all aspects of the plan are closely
related, and revenue generation is a product of
high student satisfaction.
“It is my belief that the best recruitment tool
is the satisfaction of our current students,” he
said. “This is also the best remedy for retention.
If we have a steady stream of new students and
the current students are satisfied and staying to
complete, [then] revenue is in turn generated.”
Cettin is most excited about improvements to
campus processes and campus life.
“I truly believe that if you focus on providing
the best experience both in and out of the
classroom, recruitment and retention will take
care of itself.”
Essentially, the plan illuminates the necessity
of aligning campus spaces and services with
the various needs and desires of the student
population. “Empowerment culture… instead
of a culture of strict compliance” is mentioned
in the plan as an attitude to be embraced by the

campus community. This is tied to fostering the
notion that university rules exist to promote
equity and university employees are a resource
to achieve that equity. Furthering EU’s studentcentered environment is emphasized throughout
the plan, one remedy being the enhancement of
current training programs for faculty and staff to
better equip them to help students with wellness
issues beyond sharpening students’ professional
focus.
The need to expand student engagement and
satisfaction in multiple respects is also addressed
in the strategic plan. Some visible steps toward
this goal are the improvements made to food
service operations, the installation of the Boro
Pit and the renovation of the bridge between
Pogue and Mallory Lake.
According to Cettin, “Some not-so-visible
changes have been and are being made to
policies and procedures.” The plan also proposes
the encouragement and expansion of “workrelated experiential learning” and “experiential
learning through collaborative scholarship with
faculty and/or external organizations.”
Executing the strategic plan is not a shortterm process though. This first year, the focus
intends to be on needs assessment, creating a
project management team, and establishing
general benchmark goals. Subcommittees
to carry out subsidiary master plans with
“individual timelines, action items and
benchmarks” regarding specific initiatives will
also be created. Some subsidiary plans that
already exist “include, but are not limited to, a
diversity and inclusion plan, an academic affairs
master plan, and [a] facilities master plan,”
according to Cettin.
A list of issues with immediate remedies,
referred to as the “Just Fix It” list, has already
been created.
“The team felt that for some of these things,
we didn’t need to design a comprehensive
strategy, bring together a team, and discuss
it for a year, [as] the answer was pretty
straightforward: just fix it,” explained Cettin.
“This is the fourth plan I’ve worked on at my
third university and it’s the first time I’ve ever
seen this approach used.”
Zeila Hobson | @edinboronow

Photo: Anisa-Venner Johnston
The strategic planning committee held a student-focused meeting on Feb. 25, 2019.
They are in the first year of execution on the new strategic plan.
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Keeping an open mind
Senior fine arts major guided by creativity
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

Levi Colton’s first memory of creating art is as a small child,
copying the sketches and doodles of his older brother, Edinboro
University Art Department alumnus Christian Colton. Levi, now
a senior fine arts painting major, initially did not expect to follow
in his brother’s footsteps to EU (more on that in a second). But
now an experienced student, he sat, enjoying the new Boro Pit and
the smell of smoking meat this past weekend during the Highland
Games, speaking on his experiences in college as an artist.
Colton took a couple of gap years after high school, often
visiting his brother here in Edinboro. Though he had tentative
plans to attend art school in New Zealand, multiple visits to his
brother gave him the opportunity to speak with Edinboro students,
who convinced him attending EUP would be worthwhile.
Colton always knew he wanted to go to school for art. After
being accepted at Edinboro, his career goals were a little fuzzy,
though. “All my favorite illustrators had gone to school for
animation,” he said. “So it seemed like a good place to start. I
kind of started here with the intention of switching my major
from animation to illustration.” Once classes started, however, he
instead became drawn to fine arts.
“Professor Malcolm Christhilf really pushed me,” Colton
said, crediting Christhilf ’s drawing class with teaching him the
technicalities of observational drawing and essentially sparking a
passion for fine arts within him.
Colton also took a painting class during his first year at
Edinboro and “slowly realized” how much he enjoyed it. At first,
Colton “wanted to learn fine arts painting for the sake of being a
better illustrator.” However, as his skills progressed, Colton realized
he was doing himself a disservice.
“I was taking away from both,” he said, “by not committing to one.”

‘300 Caskets Sent Out to The Sea.’

Illustration was more practical,
but Colton said he loved painting
more and decided to pursue
passion instead of paychecks.
When asked how painting makes
him feel, Colton said, “Like I
don’t know how to paint.” He
continued: “It’s very frustrating,
some days it comes easily, but it’s
usually a slow build. It demands a
lot from me, and I often feel like
I’ve forgotten how to paint. I can
never get too cocky, because when
I do, that’s when it turns into
a bad painting. I really have to
Photo: Zeila Hobson
know how to direct myself and be
conscious of what I’m doing, but
Levi Colton, this week’s Artist Spotlight, with two of his unfinished works.
also be intuitive and let creativity
“I want to thank all the painting professors for the various
guide me.”
perspectives they have given me,” he said, explaining that their
When a project doesn’t work out, Colton attributes his ability
guidance provided him the tools to have healthy discourse with
to overcome creative obstacles to his stubbornness and resilience,
himself about his ideas and their outcomes.
traits he says every artist should have. To his thinking, the gap
When asked for advice he’d give to budding art students, he said:
years he took before starting college gave him an edge, as he had
“Trust your professors and don’t go into classes feeling arrogant
maturity other freshmen did not, which allowed him to maintain
about your abilities. Keep an open mind and let your hands follow
his work ethic.
the direction of the professors. Also, try not to always make
“I try to work as hard as I can,” he said. “But the real talent for
anime.”
any artist is the ability to learn and improve.”
Colton plans to take a gap year and then attend grad school
Currently, Colton is brainstorming a project that plays on
after receiving his undergraduate degree. To view his work or
human perceptions. His tentative goal is to create a series of
commission a painting from him, follow his Instagram page:
self-portraits that present him objectively yet have elements of
subjective aspects of his identity that are born from the perceptions @levi_francis_artwork.
of others. Colton said his concept is “not specific yet,” but he hopes
Zeila Hobson | @edinboronow
to apply for a show with this body of work next semester.

Colton with his depiction of the Highland Games.

An unfinished painting by Colton.

Video game fans nostalgic over return of ‘World of Warcraft’
By Beau Bruneau
Staff Writer

When someone thinks of a popular game
today, it’s usually one that was recently
released. It has new graphics that almost seem
real, gameplay that gives a sense of in-world
freedom and an in-depth story you can sink
your teeth into. In late August, one release
bucked that trend.
Activision Blizzard released “World
of Warcraft: Classic” at 6 p.m. on Aug.
26, tapping into the nostalgia of a whole
generation of gamers. “World of Warcraft”
was first released on Nov. 23, 2004 and
became one of the most, if not the most,
popular game of its time.
At its peak, “World of Warcraft” boasted
having almost 12 million monthly subscribers
to the game with its most popular expansion
being “The Wrath of The Lich King.” The
retail version of the games has been on the
decline for the past seven to eight years,
losing some of its subscribers to more
updated games. Rumors have the active
characters below 1 million.
Two hours before the rerelease, major
“World of Warcraft” Twitch streamers
connected to the character select screen to
await connection to the servers. The larger
of these streamers had over 190,000 viewers
at game launch, whereas usual viewer count
can be around 20,000. By almost 30 minutes
before game launch, people were not able to
login to the character select screen. Instead,
they were sent to a login queue with over
10,000 people waiting to go into one of the
35 servers. The wait time could be as long as
eight hours.

With this rerelease of the vanilla version of
the game, Activision Blizzard made sure as to
not change anything from the original game.
Everything from the graphics to the overall
gameplay is the same. Many avid gamers of
2004 can attest that graphics back then were
not the most realistic. Facial features seemed
to be glued on to the character faces; contrast
that to today where mechanics provide
accurate depictions of someone speaking,
facial muscles and all. The world was very
basic, whereas today the sun within a 2019
game reacts to almost everything in the game,
creating intricate sun rays and shadows.
So why is this game so popular?
Nostalgia.
Many gamers know this warm feeling.
Many game companies rerelease their
older games and use nostalgia as a
selling point, or infuse a sequel with
it. For instance, most ’90s gamers
remember the 1998 Gameboy release of
“Pokémon Red” and “Pokémon Blue.”
They were groundbreaking games that
most kids (now adults) played. I could
pick it up today and still remember the
childish feelings that accompany the
falling stars on-screen as the “Game
Freak” logo appears.
For me, I was 14 when “World of
Warcraft” first launched. I was a young
kid where the only important thing
in life was school. Video games at the
time were constantly getting better
and better. Now, we finally had a game
where we could go to a completely
different world and play with friends.
Some of my friends played day after day
without stopping. I met so many new people

and made unforgettable memories that the
rerelease brought back to light.
Most games today do not inspire those
feelings. Most can be played and finished
within eight hours and are not always
rewarding. “World of Warcraft” was
an endless experience. With the more
complicated fights, you can receive some very
rare items that you can boast about.
In the time leading up to the rerelease,
individuals created many private servers
for “World of Warcraft,” as they looked for

a space where we could relive that fantasy.
Activision Blizzard unfortunately caught on
to this and began shutting down these servers
and causing players to get upset. That’s when
the company realized how popular the classic
version really is.
With the game’s 15th anniversary, “World
of Warcraft: Classic” has finally been
rereleased. The game is now playable on both
Mac and PC.
Beau Bruneau | @edinboronow

Photo: Ana Venegas/TNS

Blizzard founders Frank Pearce and Mike Morhaime stand next to Illidan Stormrage.
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Channeling individuality in ‘Drizzle’
By Amber Chisholm
Staff Writer

Colorful and captivating, Allyson Chessey recently
presented the Bates Gallery show, “Drizzle.”
During a reception on Tuesday, Sept. 3, from 6-8 p.m.,
visitors came upon pieces encouraging both introspection and
enjoyment via their names and other elements.
Chessey, a senior illustration major with a minor in
metalsmithing, began experimenting with digital coloring
this year after a particular critique: the word “somber” was
said about a piece called “Flourish,” referring to the perceived
mood of her typically black and white examples.
This moment wasn’t negative though, it was revolutionary,
and after some serious self-reflection as a person and artist,
something she still does, adding more color has helped her
further channel herself and enhance her work in many ways.
“I hadn’t properly found who I wanted to be as an artist,”
said Chessey.
Now, common colors in her digital pieces are pink, purple,
orange and blue.
Another color used was gold drops on the walls, complete
with green vines around the border. She enjoys nature and
wants to make her art “not quite surreal, but ethereal.”
Examples include “Rebirth” and “Unforeseen,” the former
addressing new beginnings that come with the summer
season, while the latter deals with going through the unknown
parts of life, both the good and bad.
Other topics such as grief, costuming and fantasy were part
of it as well.
“Guardian” shows a girl wearing a rabbit mask with a wolf
in the background, an animal liked by her late father, who
is occasionally mentioned in family discussions on her back
porch, a motif in “Left the Light On.”
“Ever since I was
young, I’ve found
creativity through
my crafting as well,”
she said in an artist
statement.
This, combined
with her costuming
interests were shown
in “Light the Way”
and “Identity,”
which involve pieces
representing the
human figure.
Some metals
projects were also
there, which she
intends to keep as
they are personal to
her; two necklaces
and one hairpin
called “Lost and
Found,” the latter
of which contains
copper, aluminum
and rose quartz,
while resembling a
deer.
The meaning
behind the show’s
name could be
seen in her artist
statement, saying
“my interest with
art has always been
like a drizzle of rain;
building up in my life
lightly, new practices
Photos: Amber Chisholm becoming refreshing
as I embrace them.”
‘Inhale’ (top) and ‘Hareoine’
She enjoys gallery
(bottom).
shows, selling at
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‘Good Boys’ review
By Jason Hurst
Staff Writer
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‘Familiar’ (top) and ‘Engagement’ (bottom).

conventions and meeting new people, while at the same time
focusing less on what others think and more about improving
both herself and her work.
Chessey is now confident with who and where she is. Her
future plans include working in Ann Arbor, Michigan, if
possible, due to its artsy community and family connections.
More of Chessey’s work can be found through her
websiteDi keekeeome.carrd.co, which also contains links to
her email and social media under the name Keekeeome.
Amber Chisholm | @edinboronow

‘Crazy Rich Asians’ director supports female screenwriter in pay dispute
By Chuck Barney
The Mercury News

“Crazy Rich Asians” director Jon M.
Chu has expressed his support for Adele
Lim, the screenwriter who co-authored
the blockbuster film and then departed
its sequel after a pay parity dispute.
In a lengthy statement posted to
Twitter, Chu, a Palo Alto native, wrote,
“For those of you who are asking, you
bet your a I stand with Adele! I believed
in her before we ever shot the movie and
believe in her beyond. As many of you
can imagine, negotiations are tough and
more often than not messy no matter
who you are in this industry.”
The Hollywood Reporter broke the
story last week that Lim had exited the
sequel project due to a pay gap between
herself and co-writer Peter Chiarelli.
Although Lim declined to reveal any
numbers, sources told THR that Chiarelli
was initially offered $800,000 to $1
million and Lim $110,000-plus. The
studio told Lim’s representatives that the
figures were based on industry standards
and each writer’s past experience.
Studio chairman Toby Emmerich
supported the position of his business
department in negotiations, according
to THR.
In his Twitter statement, Chu went on
to say, “The studio always comes in at a
low offer and the talent always comes in
at a high one then everyone enters the
process knowing there’ll be lots of back
and forth to find where we meet. But
because I am close with Adele, when I
discovered she was unhappy with the
initial offer, the producers, myself and
studio executives leapt into action to
ensure we got to a place of parity between
the two writers at a significant number.”

The director claims that after he and
Warner Bros. execs came up with several
different solutions including Chiarelli’s
offer to share some of his fee, “a lot of
time had passed” and Lim declined to
participate.
“These things happen in negotiations,
and I’m proud that she was able to stand
up for her own measure of worth and
walk away when she felt like she was
being undervalued,” Chu said.
Released in the summer of 2018,
Chu’s film was a watershed moment for
Asian-Americans in Hollywood. The
first mainstream studio film since 1993’s
“Joy Luck Club” to feature a nearly
all-Asian cast, it went on to net $174.5
million domestically and $238.5 million
worldwide, making it the highestgrossing studio romantic comedy in
nine years.
Despite the breakup, Chu said he
looked forward to working with Lim “in
the future and (I) respect the hell out
of her.”
“I agree with Adele that parity for
women and people of color is crucial
to the continued enlightenment
of our industry and we still have a
long way to go,” Chu wrote. “What I
discovered personally through this
process is there are still things to
debate amongst ourselves (like value of
experience vs lack of opportunity, TV
vs film writing, work experiences vs
life experience, creative contribution
valuations etc) which I am sure won’t
be simple answers but I know we must
try to figure it out to keep the needle
moving.”
Chu also noted that Chiarelli
shouldn’t be depicted as the bad guy in
the pay-dispute saga.

Photo: Tribune News Service

Adele Lim, screenwriter for
‘Crazy Rich Asians.’

“He is a good man, a creative force
and has been a pro in the business
for many many years, doing many
uncredited re-writes (as those in the
industry know go to only the most
trusted writers),” he said.
Lim spoke to THR about the pay
discrepancy in an interview last week,
saying, “Being evaluated that way can’t
help but make you feel that is how they
view my contributions.”
“Peter has been nothing but
incredibly gracious, but what I
make shouldn’t be dependent on the
generosity of the white-guy writer,” Lim
said. “If I couldn’t get pay equity after
CRA, I can’t imagine what it would
be like for anyone else, given that the
standard for how much you’re worth
is having established quotes from
previous films, which women of color
would never have been (hired for).”

Unlike most debaucherous
coming-of-age stories, “Good
Boys” strays from the usual
formula of sex-crazed, boozefilled young adult experiences
and aims for something a little
purer. The summer comedy
combines the awkwardness
of being a preteen with the
innocence of childhood for a
truly fun movie experience.
The film centers on best
friends Max (Jacob Tremblay),
Lucas (Keith L. Williams) and
Thor (Brady Noon), three
kids who have just entered
sixth grade and have their
own eventual big problems.
Having just been invited to their
first party, the trio decide to
research kissing to avoid being
embarrassed in front of the
popular kids. Deciding to use
a drone to spy on a neighbor,
this one decision soon spirals
the entire plot out of control
as the drone is captured by
Hannah (Molly Gordon) and
Lilly (Midori Francis). What
follows is a series of increasingly
hilarious events as they try to
retrieve the drone and outwit
the two women.
The beauty of “Good Boys”
lies in the simplicity and
relatability of its plot. The
characters are each presented
with a unique change in the
dynamic of their lives, for better
or worse. Their biggest fears
are being grounded, inevitably
missing out on the activities
their friends are doing, and
their social standing among
their peers in school. The
entire film revolves around the
friends avoiding these negative
consequences as much as
possible with their antics.

While other films in this
genre rely on absurd situations
that would likely never happen,
“Good Boys” subjects the
characters to the most realistic
events sixth graders could
plausibly experience. It is
these moments where the film
presents its humor: finding
their parents’ sex toys and
not understanding what they
are, logging onto a porn site
for the first time, crossing the
highway, stealing from a store
and more. They’re such benign
happenings, but it’s done in a
creative manner.
Each scenario the characters
find themselves in transpires
in random fashion with their
solutions being, of course,
simple things a 12-year-old
would think of. These decisions
drive each successive event
up until the film’s conclusion,
fueling their attitudes to their
own changing reality and each
other.
The least realistic part of
“Good Boys” is how often the
main characters use profane
language. Perhaps done to give
the characters a more mature
feel, all this does is contradict
how innocent the plot makes
them out to be. Even Lilly and
Hannah curse much less often
than the boys. The film could
probably get away with a PG-13
rating if it wasn’t for all the
four-letter words the characters
dropped throughout.
“Good Boys” is an amusing
film from start to finish, with
plenty of fresh humor within.
While the base plot seems like
a reused cliché, the true draw
is the coming-of-age adventure
these friends go through
together, and separately.
Jason Hurst | @edinboronow

MOVIES CALENDAR: SEPT. 13

The Goldfinch*
Hustlers*
Another Day of Life
Can You Keep a Secret?
Chasing Einstein
Cracked Up
Depraved
Desolation Center
Empathy, Inc.
Freaks
Haunt
Imprisoned
One Cut of the Dead
Liam Gallagher: As It Was
Riot Girls
Section 375
The Harvesters
Super Size Me 2
The Weekend
* Opening at Cinemark
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Progressive/alternative metal group Tool is back with their fifth release after a 13-year silence.

Exhale, expel: Tool returns with longawaited 5th release ‘Fear Inoculum’
By Rhiannon Pushchak
Assistant Arts Editor

There are very few modern bands
in the world that are as innovative as
alternative and progressive metal band
Tool. Bands who claim to be of this caliber
are pale imitations, and there are many
who try and fail. Tool, on the other hand,
has always had an extreme attention to
detail when it comes to their albums, thus
leaving long gaps in between releases.
After a 13-year long hiatus following
their fourth album, “10,000 Days,” Tool
came back into the limelight with their
newest record, “Fear Inoculum,” and the
world is again divided down the middle.
Some are in complete awe, others are, to
an extent, underwhelmed. In my eyes,
the album is nothing short of astounding,
and to be underwhelmed is to not fully
appreciate all of the creativity and time
that goes into each record.
This creativity even goes down to the
album packaging. Their previous release
came with a set of goggles and a series of
3D images that moved when you changed

the way you held the album in your hand.
We’ll come back to the packaging of this
release.
While people like myself absolutely
adore the album, there are critics of the
record who describe Tool as a one-trick
pony. I am not one of those people. This
is their best record yet, and they can only
get better from here. The album clocks in
at nearly two hours long and every track
moves seamlessly into the next, making
the album one entity, as is common with
Tool’s other releases. It was exceptionally
difficult to pick my favorite track from
the record for this reason, as I was so
enamored with it as one big experience
where no one song is more important than
any others.
Each song is unapologetically a Tool
song, which is the best way to describe it.
Mystical, heavy, philosophical, spiritual,
somewhat Darwin-esque or even
Lynchian, but never boring.
In addition to this, the packaging itself
is just as mind-boggling. The extremely
limited physical release of “Fear Inoculum”
includes its own rechargeable HD screen

that plays a small video when you open it,
complete with its own charging cord. But
it doesn’t stop there: the box houses the
CD and a digital download card with three
extra instrumental tracks not included in
the original tracklisting (these tracks do
appear in digital versions of the album,
though). I can imagine this has never been
done before now, and it only makes sense
for Tool to be the first band to do it.
One can assume the album will receive
attention at the Grammys this year, as the
band has previously won the award three
different times: Best Metal Performance
for “Ænema” in 1997 and “Schism” in 2001,
and Best Recording Package for “10,000
Days” in 2006 (because of course they did).
As I mentioned before, Tool is one of those
bands that no other group can replicate,
nor will there ever be a band like Tool
again. “Fear Inoculum” is another reason
why they are still one of the best modern
progressive bands of our time, or any time
before or after.

For Del Rey, who famously assembled
her breakthrough “Video Games” clip from
found footage, all these references are the
latest product of her ongoing rummage
through California’s history; no doubt she’ll
eventually get deep into the Gold Rush.
Yet she and her primary producer, Jack
Antonoff, are also looking back at Laurel
Canyon’s folk-rock fantasy of domestic
bliss as a way to deepen Del Rey’s own
songs about reaching for, and occasionally
attaining, the kind of romantic intimacy
that’s eluded her in the past.
You wouldn’t call the album happy,
exactly, heed that F-bomb in the middle of
the title, but tracks such as the tender “Love
Song” and “F_ It I Love You” represent a
clear shift from the gloomy fatalism that so
distinguished Del Rey when she emerged
in the early 2010s as an alternative to the
cheerful likes of Kesha and Katy Perry
“You write, I tour, we make it work,” she
sings of a relationship between two creatives
in “Venice Bitch.” “You’re beautiful and I’m
insane.”
Why the turn toward the light? Del Rey
is 34, for one, mature enough by today’s
slow-to-grow standards that the old stories
about Joni Mitchell and Graham Nash are
probably beginning to hold some appeal.
(She guards her personal life pretty tightly,
so we’re left to presume these songs bear
some connection to reality.)
But Del Rey is also a proven dissenter,
and nearly 10 years after she released her
debut album, “Born to Die,” its influence is
unmistakable in music by Ariana Grande,
Lorde and Billie Eilish. No less influential
is her cut-and-paste visual style, which is
impossible not to think of every time the

opening credits to HBO’s “Succession”
come on screen.
What stands out now, in an era defined
by bleary, depressive pop songs, is someone
yearning, as Del Rey does in “Venice Bitch,”
for “Hallmark, one dream, one life, one
lover.” Or her insistence in the strummy
“Mariners Apartment Complex” that “you
took my sadness out of context.”
The gratifying thing about this album,
beyond its gorgeous melodies and Del
Rey’s singing, which has never been more
vivid, is that even as she’s mellowed her
attack, her sense of humor has grown more
pointed. The title track is somehow both
sensitive and merciless in its description of
a “man-child” who talks to the walls when
his friends get bored of him.
“Why wait for the best when I could
have you?” she wonders over a handsome
arrangement lush with horns and strings.
And for all her interest in the idea of
creating a home, “You don’t ever have to be
stronger than you really are when you’re
lying in my arms,” she comforts a lover
in “California,” Del Rey isn’t blocking out
the world outside. Near the end of “The
Greatest,” in which she sings longingly
about a bar where the Beach Boys used to
go, she strings together a series of short
lines that together offer a chilling portrait of
life in 2019:
L.A. is in flames, it’s getting hot
Kanye West is blond and gone
“Life on Mars” ain’t just a song
I hope the live-stream’s almost on
Antonoff keeps playing a little piano lick
after that, each repetition slightly softer than
the one before it. It feels like a cushion Del
Rey knew you’d need.

Rhiannon Pushchak | @edinboronow

Lana Del Rey releases sixth studio album
By Mikael Wood
Los Angeles Times

Anyone as obsessed with California as
Lana Del Rey is, obsessed with its beauty
and its glamour and with the potential
for danger that’s always underbellied
the swollen promise of this place, was
probably destined for a Laurel Canyon
phase, and that’s just where we find the
singer on her stirring and emotionally
risky new album, “Norman F _
Rockwell!”
She might be the decade’s least likely
pop star: a believer in slooow tempos
who concentrates on albums at a moment
when bite-size singles predominate. But
where others can struggle to outlive a
viral smash, she offers fans entree into a
fully realized world. Which means she’s
free to evolve at her own idiosyncratic
pace.
The follow-up to 2017’s “Lust for Life,”
which featured cameos by the Weeknd
and ASAP Rocky, Del Rey’s fifth majorlabel studio disc surrounds her breathy
singing with stately piano and gently
fingerpicked acoustic guitar; it’s a quieter,
more hand-played effort than her earlier
work that went for a hip-hop torch-song
vibe and made her a favorite of Kanye
West, whose wedding she performed at
in 2014.
In “Bartender,” she describes a party
where the “ladies of the canyon” are
listening to Crosby, Stills & Nash, while
“Venice Bitch” evokes that veteran band’s
“Our House” as she sings, “You’re in the
yard / I light the fire.” (Later she borrows
the title of Neil Young’s “Cinnamon Girl.”)

Bon Iver released ‘i,i’ his fourth full-length album,
following ‘22, A Million,’ released in 2016.

Embracing the
unknown:
Bon Iver’s ‘i,i’
By Evan Donovan
Contributing Writer

“i,i” is the fourth full-length album in indie folk-hero
Justin Vernon’s core discography. Followed by a rotating
cast of musicians, Vernon unabashedly leads Bon Iver into
strange and uncomfortable places every few years. From
2008’s acoustic-and-falsetto-driven “For Emma, Forever
Ago,” to the electronic hellscape of 2016’s “22, A Million,”
Bon Iver finds its place somewhere in between on “i,i.”
The album opens with “Yi,” a 30-second clip of band
chatter, followed by sporadic electronic hisses and
screeches. Upon first listen, I did not think much of “Yi.” It
was only when I sat down and listened to the album in full
that I realized this brief opener foreshadows many of the
running themes of the album. It is personal, chaotic and
unapologetically unique.
“Yi” leads directly into one of the album’s strongest
tracks, “iMi.” The song begins with a vocal phrase from
James Blake, electronically obscured to the point of
disorientation. Vernon follows up with a strong, driven
melody on the verse, underscored solely by acoustic guitar.
The song then builds up into a patchwork of Vernon’s
strengths. White noise and vocal manipulation are built into
the score beautifully and unobtrusively. “iMi” is Bon Iver at
its best: obscure and unhinged, yet focused and satisfying.
Very few times does “i,i” lose focus, but when it does, the
results are damaging. The album’s fourth track, “Holyfields,”
takes listeners on a tedious, extraneous detour, ruining the
momentum “i,i” has built up until that point. The song
centers around an incredibly simplistic, stuttering electronic
riff, while Vernon’s lyrics and vocal performance on this
cut are bland and uninspiring, creating an all-around bad
experience. Other tracks are underwhelming for similar
reasons. The closing track, “RABi,” sounds like a lastminute effort to make the album 13 songs long (which for
an artist as meticulous as Bon Iver is deeply disappointing).
In light of these grievances, this record finds redemption
in a few great songs. “Faith” is one of the most honest and
personal tracks in Bon Iver’s discography. In this moment,
Vernon wrestles with questions of skepticism and religiosity
honestly, asking: “Am I dependent in what I’m defending?
And do we get to hold what faith provides?”
The song “Hey, Ma” is a perfect mix of simplicity and
grandeur. Low synths lead in, while Justin shouts his way
to an incredibly infectious chorus. Longtime Bon Iver
fans should find familiarity and enjoyment in this song.
“Naeem,” meanwhile, is a testament to Vernon’s ability to
make gibberish sound fascinating, shouting “I’m having
a bad, bad toke” over pounding piano chords. Other
noteworthy tracks include “Sh’Diah” and “U (Man Like),”
which both stay true to the Bon Iver style with confident,
crooning falsetto.
At 13 tracks, “i,i” is Bon Iver’s longest album to date.
With this in mind, I fully expected to be disappointed at
times and enthralled at others. After several listens, I found
this prediction mostly accurate. Some songs were awful,
some were forgettable, and some were great. Nevertheless,
“i,i” succeeds in differentiating itself from the rest of
Bon Iver’s catalog. It will be interesting to see where this
direction, once better refined, takes them in the future. As
for now, this album only hints at greatness.
Evan Donovan | @edinboronow
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Volleyball wins 3 out of 4 games in opening tournament
By Madi Gross
Staff Writer

The Edinboro Fighting Scots volleyball
team opened their season this past weekend
at home in the Rebich Investments
Invitational tournament. The Scots went 3-1
throughout the duration of the weekend.
In the week leading up to the tournament,
head coach Missy Soboleski spoke to The
Spectator about season expectations and
preparation. “We’re very excited,” she said.
Soboleski also discussed areas the team
had been working on and plans to continue
working on as the 2019-20 campaign
kicks into high gear. First, she mentioned
consistency—specifically in the first contact.
She added: “We want to apply a ton of
pressure behind the service line, and then we
want to pass well.”
The coach also stressed that “perfect
effort” is something that’s important.
“It doesn’t mean it’s going to be perfect
volleyball, but we want to always have perfect
effort,” she said.
Among the handful of returning team
members, the team also has six new
freshmen on their roster. “We knew that we
had a pretty strong freshman class coming
in, but they’ve really done a great job in
preseason,” said Soboleski. “I think you’re
going to see some freshmen getting some
considerable playing time.”
This was certainly true for the first
tournament; a few of those freshmen led in
statistical categories this weekend.
Sophomore Alicia Eldredge is confident
about the 2019 season. “I’m expecting for
everything to click,” she said.
Eldredge elaborated further, explaining
that the team has been working on not
only their volleyball skills, but their team
chemistry as well, looking to strengthen
communication on the court.
The sophomore then mentioned that she
has a few personal goals for the season,
including getting near the 1,000 assist mark.
As a freshman, Eldredge recorded 916 assists,
and after this weekend the sophomore is
already over 100.
Communication was something freshman
teammate Bella Burrelli also sees as critical.
“Communication and always bringing
your full effort to every practice and to every
game,” was listed as goals by the outside
hitter.
Burrelli explained that she is very excited
to begin her collegiate career. “I’m really
excited for the whole team to get out there
and play; we’ve been working really hard.”
Burrelli would lead in several statistical
categories throughout the weekend.
The team swept Salem University in their
opener on Friday at noon by scores of 25-13,
25-13 and 25-11.

Returning Scot Cierah Jackson led the
team in kills with a total of 12. Jackson was
followed closely by Burrelli and Erica Sharp,
who both recorded 8 kills in the win. Burrelli
also led the team in aces (4), blocks (2) and
digs (9). Sophomore Eldredge led in assists
with a total of 26.
The Scots then returned to the court Friday
night at 6 p.m. where they faced off against
Minnesota State University Moorhead.
Moorhead grabbed the win in this match
with a final score of 3-1; this would be the
Fighting Scots’ first loss of the season.
Edinboro did start well, taking the first
set, 25-18, but Moorhead would take the next
three with close scores of 25-20, 25-22 and
25-20.
Jackson again led the team in kills (13),
while Eldredge led in assists (34). Freshmen
Bethany Miller led the team in aces with a
total of 3, while Sharp led in blocks with a
total of 6. Junior Molly Breier was another
standout, totaling 10 digs.
The Fighting Scots stepped back on the
court Saturday at noon to face off against
Glenville State College. Edinboro would grab
the second of their three sweeps, posting
scores of 25-15, 25-19 and 25-23. Jackson
once again led the team in kills (14), as well
as in aces (2), while Eldredge recorded 3
blocks and 35 assists. Redshirt senior Abigail
Horner led in digs with 6.
Edinboro finished the tournament with
yet another sweep, this time in a win against
West Virginia Wesleyan College at 6 p.m.
on Saturday. Jackson led the team in kills
(14) and aces (3), Eldredge led in assists (30),
and Burrelli led in digs with 13. Junior Paige
Morris led the team in blocks with 4. The
Fighting Scots took the match with scores of
25-15, 25-18 and 25-18.
Alongside leading statistically in last
weekend’s tournament, outside hitter
Cierah Jackson was named PSAC Northwest
Division Volleyball Athlete of the week.She
led the team in kills her freshman year with
a total of 420 as well as her sophomore year
in which she had 323 kills. The junior earned
All-PSAC honors in both of her previous
years playing for the Fighting Scots.
The Fighting Scots sit at 3-1, while their
season continues next weekend as they travel
to Kingsville, Texas for the Emerald Beach
Hotel-Javelina Invitational.
Both Burelli and Eldredge expressed their
excitement in having the opportunity to
participate in this tournament with their
teammates. “I’m looking forward to us all
going together, and going to Texas, and
playing some good teams out there,” said
Eldredge.
The Scots will return home on Sept. 20 for
the Edinboro/Gannon Tournament.
Madi Gross | sports.spectator@gmail.com
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Andrew Tomko, QB, looking for a play in a game
last year.

Edinboro falls to Grand
Valley State 35-10 in opener
By Chase Rowland
Staff Writer

The Edinboro Fighting Scots football team began their 2019
campaign in unfamiliar territory, traveling on the road to face
one of the premier NCAA Division II teams in the nation. The
Grand Valley State Lakers, the top-winning program in DII
history, have four national titles in their trophy case and are 10th
ranked in the latest poll. Slippery Rock, a PSAC foe, is 11th in
that same ranking.
Edinboro would have the ball first, playing to a packed
house of an announced 14,552 fans in Lubbers Stadium, after
the Lakers elected to defer. Starting quarterback Andrew
Tomko, the junior who threw for more than 1,400 yards and
12 touchdowns last year, would open up alongside a freshman
backfield comprised of Dorian Woody and CJ Reyes-Diggs.
The young backfield results from Walter Fletcher’s transfer to
Division 1 program Ball State in the offseason. Fletcher was the
Scots’ leading rusher in 2018, while being named an honorable
mention All-American.
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The EU volleyball team won three games during the weekend tournament.

The team celebrates after scoring a point this weekend.
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Freshman Bethany Miller goes for the ball during the game against Salem.

An experienced wide receiving core returned to the field
looking to cause damage against opposing defenses. Senior
Ta’Nauz Gregory and redshirt freshman A.J. Turner looked
to pick up where they left off last season, as they combined for
over 1,000 yards through the air. Edinboro’s first possession
was short-lived though, as the Scots committed a delay of game
penalty on the first play. They would fail to bounce back, being
forced to punt in a quick three-and-out.
Grand Valley State quarterback Cole Kotopka squared off
against the Fighting Scots defense. Yet again, another penalty
on a first play pushed the Lakers back early in the drive, and it
seemed as if the Edinboro defense would be able to get off the
field quickly. Kotopka and company had other plans, as the
Lakers executed a huge 59-yard completion to running back
Bryce Young Walls, putting Grand Valley on the goal line. Wide
receiver Austin Paritee would then put the first points on the
board for Grand Valley, hauling in a 1-yard reception in the
corner of the end zone.
The Fighting Scots searched for revenge on the next
possession, but Grand Valley would shut down a struggling
‘Boro offense, once again forcing a three-and-out.
Edinboro’s defense would pick up the slack after the Lakers
started at midfield. Defensive back Billy DePaul would return an
interception 34 yards before being pushed out of bounds inside
Grand Valley territory.
Tomko and company would attempt to even up the score, but
failed to move the ball and then failed to convert a crucial fourthand-11, turning it over. Laker’s tailback Aryuan Cain-Veasy would
take it from there. Cain-Veasy rumbled 48 yards into the end
zone, pushing the score up to 14-0 late in the first.
Edinboro would come up with their second turnover of the
game early in the second quarter, on a forced fumble courtesy of
safety Brandon Anderson as the Lakers approached the Fighting
Scots end zone. The turnover would not lead to points though, as
the Scots could not capitalize on the momentum provided by their
defensive core.
The luck for the Scots offense would eventually turn around
later in the quarter. Following a roughing the kicker penalty that
breathed new life into the drive, Tomko would hook up with
his receiver Gregory for a gain of 36 yards. The Scots, despite
beginning to move the ball, would settle for just three points on a
chip shot 38-yard field goal from Vicente Arriagada.
Disaster would then strike ‘Boro late in the half, with the
Lakers backed up to their own 6-yard-line. From here, Cain-Veasy
showed off his true athleticism, busting the game wide open on an

impressive 94-yard touchdown run. The Lakers would finish the
first half with a 21-3 lead over the Scots.
The Edinboro defense showed up to play early in the second
half, forcing their 3rd turnover of the game. This time defensive
back Deandre Dowdell took a perfectly timed interception 46
yards to the house for a Scot’s touchdown.
That would be the last points Edinboro scored. Grand Valley,
meanwhile, were left unfazed and answered immediately on
a quick, five-play 64-yard drive that resulted in a touchdown.
Cain-Veasy would cross the goal line again, pushing the score
to 28-10. Grand Valley would close out in the final quarter with
one last score, Kotopka connecting with his tight end Jayk Slager
on an 8-yard touchdown pass in the back of the end zone. In the
first ever meeting between the two programs, the Lakers would
triumph on their home turf.
Grand Valley held the Fighting Scot offense to a total of 120
yards in the victory. The Lakers outmatched the Fighting Scots in
first down totals, 20-5, converting 9-16 third downs to Edinboro’s
2-16.
Lakers tailback Cain-Veasy rushed for a total of 200 yards on 11
touches, scoring 3 touchdowns. Kotopka completed 18-29 in the
passing game, throwing for 253 yards and 2 touchdowns. Wide
receiver Paritee was targeted five times, good for 48 yards and a
score.
The Grand Valley defense was locked in at the linebacker level,
as Tyler Bradfield led the team with 6 tackles. He was followed by
Brendannn Brown and Isiah Nkansah, each accumulating five.
The Edinboro quarterback Tomko completed 13-32 of his
passes for 107 yards through the air.
The freshman backfield of Reyes-Diggs and Woody combined
for 13 yards on the day. Gregory pulled in 4 catches for 54 yards,
followed by Jon Long also grabbing four catches for 44 yards.
The Edinboro defense shined at times and was led in tackles by
cornerbacks Josh Boyd and Anderson, each with 5. Anderson
would also force a fumble. The Fighting Scots totaled 3 takeaways,
including 2 interceptions, 1 for DePaul and a “pick six” by
Dodwell.
The Fighting Scots will host Grand Valley next year at home
before returning back to Allendale in 2021 for another meeting
with one of the top schools in the nation.
Edinboro will bring their now battle-tested squad back to
Sox Harrison Stadium for PSAC West play against Bloomsburg
University on Saturday, Sept. 14 at noon for the home opener.
Chase Rowland | sports.spectator@gmail.com
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Parsons, Pietrocarlo finish
one-two at Doug Watts Open
By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information

Sidney Dobbins tries to maneuver around an opponent during the first half of the game.

Photo: Jamie Heinrich

Soccer loses first two games of the season
By Erica Burkholder
Sports Editor

The Edinboro women’s soccer team
opened their season with two losses.
They first traveled to Bloomsburg to
take on the PSAC Champions on Sept. 5.
The Scots held Bloomsburg scoreless for
the first half of the game, going into the
locker room, 0-0.
In the second half, the Huskies worked
quickly to break that shutout, scoring
two goals within minutes of each other.
They added one more in the 66th minute,
which ended the scoring.
Anna Voelker made seven saves and
‘Boro had four shots on goal.
The Scots then opened their home
schedule on Sept. 7, facing off against
Notre Dame (Oh.), with the contest set to
the sounds of bagpipes from the nearby
Edinboro Highland Games.
‘Boro started the scoring early here,
only four minutes into the game with a
Brittnie Spithaler goal. Notre Dame would
respond 20 minutes later to tie it up.
The teams then battled over possession
and scoring attempts until Notre Dame

was awarded a penalty. The visitors would
send the goal into the corner, leaving
keeper Voelker with little chance.
The game continued, getting more
and more physical. Eventually, Edinboro
would be awarded a penalty shot after a
handball in the box. Sidney Dobbins, a
senior and captain, converted the penalty
with ease, sending the ball past the keeper.
The first half ended 2-2.
Notre Dame started out the second half
ready to push and test the Scot’s defense.
Boro would get a few pushes of their own,
but it would be a scoreless half for around
20 minutes.
At that point, Notre Dame was given
a corner kick. Voelker made the initial
save, but couldn’t get a grip on the ball,
resulting in Notre Dame putting it in the
back of the net. The Scots’ communication
and passing would suffer as the game
went on, making for few scoring chances.
“Overall, we need to follow our game
plan much better,” said Dobbins on how
their communication break down “isn’t an
excuse” even if it was due to nerves or not
listening to each other.
Toward the end of the game, Edinboro

would pick up steam once again, with
Dobbins leading the way in effort. A
desperate squad battled to the final seconds,
but would eventually fall, 3-2.
“We continue to push to the last second
before the buzzer goes off because we don’t
want to lose,” Dobbins on how the team
pushes themselves. She continued, “If we
played the whole game the way we did in
the last 10 minutes, we would have come
out on top...we need to be high energy all
the time which is something we need to fix.”
This is the first time in program history
that the Scots have lost to Notre Dame
(Oh.). Head Coach Gary Kagiavas, when
asked how the game went, responded: “It
was terrible.”
Voelker would record five saves. The
team had 14 shots (nine on goal.) Dobbins
and Spithaler scored a goal each and
Danielle Chatten earned an assist.
The Scots played Mercyhurst on Sept.
11. The game was not complete by
publication deadline. The next game will be
against Indiana University of Pennsylvania
on Sept. 14.
Erica Burkholder| sports.spectator@gmail.com

Cassel, Fighting Scots finish first at Doug Watts Open
By Bob Shreve
EU Sports Information

The Edinboro’s men’s cross country team dominated
the competition on Saturday in the season-opening Doug
Watts Open. The Fighting Scots finished with 29 points
to easily outdistance second-place Gannon (70 points).
Slippery Rock finished third with 82 points as eight teams
took part in the race named in honor of legendary former
head coach Doug Watts.
Head coach Clayton Foster’s team finished with all
seven runners finishing in the top 13. Leading the way
was junior Colton Cassel, who finished as the individual
champion with a time of 26:00 over the 8K Doug Watts
Course.
Gannon had the next two runners to cross the finish
line, with Joseph Westrick finishing second (26:12) and
Ryan Garich third (26:26). Edinboro had five of the next
seven finishers, led by sophomore Jack Lacina with a
fourth-place showing (26:39).
The next three runners to cross the finish line for
Edinboro were freshmen, led by Connor Volk-Klos
in seventh place at 26:47. Danny Desmond was a spot
behind him in eighth place (26:48), and Cole Hanks came
in ninth (26:56).
Junior Bryan Geehrer was Edinboro’s scoring runner,
coming in tenth with a time of 27:00. Nick Amos, a
sophomore, concluded the list of Edinboro runners,
placing 13th. A total of 70 runners took part in the meet.
Edinboro returns to action on Saturday, Sept. 21,
competing in the LHU Invite.

Edinboro runners finished
one-two as the women’s cross
country team opened the 2019
season hosting the Doug Watts
Open. A total of teams 11
participated, the largest field
yet for the race named after
Edinboro’s legendary former
head coach.
Edinboro would finish third
among the 11 teams with a
total of 91 points. Seton hill
captured first place with five
of the top ten runners for a
total of 33 points. Mercyhurst
was second with 81 points.
Slippery Rock (95 points) and
Gannon (122) rounded out
the top five.
A total of 116 runners
competed in the women’s 6K
race run on the Doug Watts
Course. Stefanie Parsons
crossed the finish line first
with a time of 22:26. The
junior earned All-American
honors in the mile at the

NCAA Division II Indoor
National Championships
earlier this year.
Teammate Hope
Pietrocarlo, a redshirt junior
and an All-American in cross
country last year, was next
with a time of 22:44.
Seton Hill had five runners
in the top 10, with Caitlyn
Padgett finishing third (23:07),
Julia Lersch fifth (23:49), and
Alexis Cunningham sixth
(23:50). Mercyhurst’s Anna
Alberti rounded out the top
six with a time of 23:36.
Freshman Megan
Wisniewski was Edinboro’s
third runner across the finish
line, coming in at 24:54
in her first collegiate race.
Michaela Lind, a junior, was
33rd (25:40), and two more
freshmen finished next.
Aleziah Brooks was 36th
(25:46) and Tiffany Berry 41st
(25:56).
Edinboro returns to action
on Saturday, September 21,
competing in the LHU Invite.
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Head Coach Clayton Foster talking to a runner.

Blackhawks believe prospect has
a future as an NHL defenseman
By Jimmy Greenfield
Chicago Tribune
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The Edinboro men won the Doug Watts Open Saturday.

Colton Cassel runs during the men’s race. The junior would be the individual champion.

Photo: Shaddai Crosby

TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. — The reason Dennis Gilbert was
called up to the Blackhawks last April for one game could hardly
matter less to him.
Whether it was a thank you for a terrific season at Rockford or
because the Hawks just needed a defenseman that day, the fact is
he made his NHL debut playing on the same ice as Duncan Keith,
Brent Seabrook, Patrick Kane and Jonathan Toews.
The memory of that game will never fade, and neither will the
motivation.
“The hardest summer I’ve worked by far was this summer just
so I’d be ready to go,” Gilbert said following Saturday’s 6-3 loss to
the Maple Leafs at the NHL Prospect Tournament. “Because you
want to be there all the time. The (being) taken care of, the planes,
not the bus rides. It seems small but it’s something you really want
to do and you dream of since you were a little kid.
“Getting that little taste last year made it seem like it’s a possible
reality, so you want to do everything you can to get there full time
whenever that is.”
It isn’t going to be this season barring injuries or a trade. The
Hawks are set at the NHL level with their top six defensemen, and
depth defensemen Slater Koekkoek and Carl Dahlstrom will keep
Gilbert playing big minutes in Rockford.
IceHogs coach Derek King loves having him for his
dependability and leadership, Gilbert is the captain of the Hawks’
prospects team this week, and wants him to be patient. The NHL
will happen for him, just maybe not as soon as he would like.
“He’s going to be a good pro, a good NHLer,” King said. “I’m not
sure when it’s going to be, but he will play in the NHL, I believe.
He’s just got to keep growing, keep getting better every day, every
shift, every game, and who knows what he can do.”
Gilbert, 22, has had a quiet tournament so far. He has one assist
in two games, hasn’t committed a penalty, and his main role has
been to serve as support while defensive partner Adam Boqvist
makes rushes into the offensive zone.
Boqvist is an elite talent whose skills Gilbert will never be
able to match. But after years of being known as a “defensive”
defenseman, Gilbert would like to start incorporating more
offense to his game.
In three seasons at Notre Dame, Gilbert had six goals and 36
assists in 116 games. Last year at Rockford, he had five goals and
nine assists in 63 contests.
“I was pretty defensive in college after being offensive going in
so, I don’t want to say I lost those offensive touches or skills, just
kind of getting that back into my game this summer,” Gilbert said.
“Working on some shooting stuff, puckhandling, a lot of footwork
stuff to be able to skate against those top players on offense to
make their lives difficult.”
Hawks training camp starts on Friday. Gilbert will be there,
working hard and making sure the Hawks know he’s ready
whenever they have a need.
Next time, he’s hoping for more than just one game.
“Wherever I am, I’m always going to be competitive and
working my butt off in practice and the games and whatever I
can do to help wherever I am,” Gilbert said. “So if I’m in Rockford
then I’m going to be the best player I can be for that team and help
them win games. Then if I’m in Chicago bring whatever I can to
the table, whatever I’m asked of.”
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Who stood out on the gridiron?
By Paul Petrianni
Assistant Sports Editor

The Fighting Scots football team fell to 0-1 on Saturday,
losing to highly-ranked Grand Valley State, 35-10. Despite
the loss, a few Fighting Scots did stand out, primarily on the
defensive side.
Time of possession massively favored the Lakers, but the
fatigued Edinboro defensive unit was still able to come away
with three turnovers. The pressure from the defensive line also
forced the Lakers offensive line into a number of false starts.

Justin Verlander pitching against his old team in Detroit on July 30.
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Verlander throws third career no-no
By Kirkland Crawford
Detroit Free Press

Photo: gofightingscots.com

#17 DeAndre’ Dowdell.

#17 DeAndre’ Dowdell
DeAndre’ Dowdell, the junior cornerback from Syracuse, New
York, left his fingerprints all over the game. Dowdell ended the
contest with a total of four tackles, three of them being solo, and
a forced fumble. Dowdell also scored the only touchdown of the
game for Edinboro. In the third quarter, he jumped the route of a
Lakers wide receiver and took an interception back 48 yards for
a “pick six.” He capped off his night with a broken-up pass to put
the cherry on top of his already stellar performance.
		

Justin Verlander, the former Detroit
Tigers ace, has thrown his third career
no-hitter, blanking the Blue Jays in a 2-0
win for the Houston Astros on Sunday
in Toronto.
The 36-year-old right-hander struck
out 14 batters, capping the performance
by getting rookie Bo Bichette to ground
out to third to set off a celebration.
He is the first pitcher ever to throw
two no-hitters as a visitor in the same
ballpark.
“I’m so happy to be able to celebrate
this with my teammates,” Verlander said
in a postgame interview on the field with
the Houston TV affiliate. “(Astros first
base coach) Don Kelly was here for the
one last time in Toronto. He came up to
me and said, ‘I’ve seen this before.’
Earlier in the game, Verlander
recorded his 250th strikeout of the
season, becoming just the fifth pitcher to
do so in five different seasons. He joined
Nolan Ryan, Roger Clemens, Randy
Johnson and his former Tigers teammate

Max Scherzer.
Abraham Toro hit an opposite-field,
two-run home run in the ninth inning
for the game’s first scoring, handing the
lead to Verlander.
Verlander threw his second career
no-hitter against the Blue Jays, also in
Toronto, on May 7, 2011.
His first no-hitter came on June 12,
2007, against the Milwaukee Brewers at
Comerica Park. These are the last two
no-hitters for the Tigers.
With his third no-hitter, Verlander is
now tied with Bob Feller, Cy Young and
Larry Corcoran for third-most all time.
Dodgers great Sandy Koufax threw four
and Ryan had seven.
“I’d be lying if I said I didn’t know the
list of guys who’ve thrown three instead
of two gets pretty small,” Verlander said
in a TV postgame interview on the field.
“Some of the guys I idolize. It’s a special
moment.”
Two starts ago, Verlander lost to the
Tigers, 2-1, in Houston on Aug. 21,
after giving up just two hits – a pair of
solo home runs. After the game, the
Astros denied the Free Press access to

the Houston clubhouse six minutes after
other reporters were allowed in.
In the following start, last Saturday
against the Rays in Houston, Verlander
was ejected for arguing balls and strikes
during the sixth inning.
But there was no way he was coming
out of Sunday’s game in Toronto.
Five of the nine Blue Jays in the lineup
struck out at least twice, and they all
except rookie Vladimir Guerrero Jr.
struck out at least once.
After striking out Bichette to start
the bottom of the first, Verlander
walked Cavan Biggio on a 3-1 pitch. But
Guerrero then grounded out to third and
Justin Smoak struck out looking with
Biggio on second.
That was the last time a Blue Jay
reached base as Verlander retired 26 in a
row. The only time he struck out the side
was the eighth inning.
He entered the ninth at 106 pitches.
He got Brandon Drury to ground out
to third after three pitches and Reese
McGuire struck out after seven pitches,
setting the stage for Verlander to make
history.
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#20 Vicente Arriagada.

#20 Vicente Arriagada
Vicente Arriagada, redshirt freshman placekicker from Bliss,
New York was the only other Scot to put points up on the board.
Arriagada drilled a beautiful field goal from 38 yards out to
put the Scots on the board when it was still 14-3. The redshirt
freshman then knocked in the extra point from Dowdell’s picksix to give the Fighting Scots that 10th point. He was perfect on
the night, splitting the uprights on both of his attempts.

UCLA head coach Chip Kelly after the team’s annual squad scrimmage.
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Time for a good hard look at UCLA’s coach Chip Kelly
By Dylan Hernandez
Los Angeles Times
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#2 Ta’Nauz Gregory

#2 Ta’Nauz Gregory
The 5-foot-8-inch senior wide receiver, from Cathedral Prep in
Erie, faced off against the tough secondary of Grand Valley State.
The Lakers coach mentioned in a halftime interview how focused
the defense was on making sure Gregory didn’t find the end zone.
Even against this challenging assignment, Gregory was still able
to come down with four receptions and a total of 54 yards. He
was also a part of the longest play of the game on offense for the
Scots. Gregory corralled a beautiful 36-yard pass from Edinboro
quarterback Andrew Tomko, which helped the Scots move the
ball downfield.
		
#14 Aaron Rogers
DeAndre’ Dowdell received some outstanding support in the
secondary from fellow corner Aaron Rogers, a redshirt senior
from New Jersey. Number 14 seemed to be all over the field
throughout the entirety of the football game. Rogers, who is
coming off a season-ending injury last season, broke up a gamehigh three passes. One of these passes was tipped and intercepted
by Billy DePaul. Rogers was able to do this after battling through
what seemed to be cramps in the second quarter. Edinboro’s
corners came into this game and really showcased their abilities.
		
#1 Josh Boyd
The fifth and final standout Scot was the 5-foot-11-inch junior
corner from Linden, New Jersey. Boyd tied for the team lead
in solo tackles with five, and also tied for the lead with 11 total
tackles.
Boyd was one of three Edinboro defensive backs who ended
the game with at least one pass break-up; he ended the game with
two. He also recovered a fumble for the Scots.
Paul Petrianni | sports.spectator@gmail.com

Chip Bleepin’ Kelly.
The phrase that once represented the exuberance of the UCLA
faithful has taken on an entirely new meaning.
We got Chip Bleepin’ Kelly!
The same words that encapsulated the widespread excitement
over Kelly’s hiring now express the growing frustrations over the
five-year, $23.3-million nightmare unfolding at the Rose Bowl.
Chip Bleepin’ Kelly has made history, all right, taking the
Bruins to depths unfamiliar to even one of the country’s most
underachieving football programs. Every weekend promises
another round of humiliation, the latest indignity coming in a
23-14 defeat Saturday that counted as UCLA’s first-ever loss to San
Diego State.
The Bruins dropped to 3-11 under Kelly, including 0-2 this
season.
Kelly doesn’t have the same players he had at Oregon. That’s
obvious. The question is whether he is as a good a coach as he was
then.
The coach wasn’t about to subject himself to such introspection,
at least not in a public forum.
“You’re as good as what your record says you are,” he said in the
postgame news conference.
Of course, if the cliche is true, that would make him the
program’s worst coach since the school was known as the Southern
Branch of the University of California.
“We’re 0-2, so we’re not doing a good enough job right now,”
Kelly said.
That’s an understated assessment, if there ever was one.
“Not doing a good enough job” is what a coach of a Power 5
conference team can say when dropping a game to a comparable
program.
“Not doing a good enough job” doesn’t capture what’s
happening here. This is an absolute calamity.
The Bruins opened their season last week by losing in
Cincinnati.
In a little more than a season with Kelly as their coach, they are
0-4 against Group of Five conference teams.
When asked by Los Angeles Times beat reporter Ben Bolch to
contextualize UCLA’s first-ever defeat to San Diego State, Kelly
said, “I mean, you try to compare things all the time, Ben, and I
don’t understand.”

As if it was Bolch’s fault that UCLA lost to a school it had a 210-1 record against.
With a visit by No. 4 Oklahoma next week followed by road
games at Washington State and Arizona, UCLA should start the
season 0-5 for the second time in as many years.
The results are disastrous, but they are only part of the problem.
These are the same old Bruins, missing tackles, fumbling
footballs, committing inexcusable penalties and allowing their
opponents to take free shots at their quarterback.
Kelly was supposed to be an offensive guru, but UCLA’s attack
looks shockingly ordinary.
On second thought, ordinary would be an upgrade. The Bruins
have scored a combined 28 points in their first two games.
Skepticism over the program’s direction was in full view
Saturday, as the announced crowd of 36,951 fans was the thirdsmallest for a UCLA home game at the Rose Bowl.
The only times the Bruins drew smaller crowds were in games
against Oregon State in the early 1990s.
Many of the fans who braved the infernal weather were
noticeably upset by what they saw. Taking a 10-7 deficit into
halftime, the Bruins retreated to their locker room to a soundtrack
of boos and whistles.
The stadium emptied after a failed fourth-down attempt with 2
minutes 31 seconds remaining in the game. UCLA’s band might
as well have been the orchestra on the Titanic. Images of their
cheerleaders could have been used on inspirational posters that
read, “Dance like no one is watching.”
Defeats like this can damage recruiting, an area in which Kelly
has already encountered a surprising amount of trouble.
His most celebrated class was, ironically, his first, which had to
be quickly assembled.
In other words, the Bruins don’t have a wave of five-star players
coming in.
Asked why fans should stick with this team, Kelly responded, “I
see what they see. We made too many mistakes to win a football
game today and we certainly understand that. It’s on us to correct
them. It’s not on us to tell them what to say or what to think or
how to act. It’s on us to make the corrections and play better as a
football team and to coach better as a coaching staff.”
How optimistic is he of that happening?
“I believe it will happen,” Kelly said. “I have faith in these guys.”
In the long view, however, this isn’t about the players. This is
about Kelly and what supporters of the program will mean when
in the future they say, “Chip Bleepin’ Kelly.”
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Wal-Mart joins gun debate with
cop-out after the El Paso shooting
By Anisa Venner-Johnston
Voices Editor

Welcome to the United States of America!
While you’re here, you can probably expect to
be a part of, or overhear, a debate regarding gun
control.
Here in America, we're no strangers to mass
shootings. After a mass shooting, you can expect
people to go to social media platforms, like
Facebook, to post that their thoughts and prayers
are with those impacted.
Here in America, guns are still not regulated
properly on a national level. Our members of
Congress use gun control or Second Amendment
rights as part of their platform for their next
campaign trail. They tweet their condolences and
then turn their backs until the next election year.
Here in America, we see more of an effort to
regulate guns and stop mass shootings from retail
stores than we do from our politicians. Recently
joining the list of organizations fighting against
gun violence is Wal-Mart, but not without cause.
Last month, in the "Lone-Star State," Patrick
Crusius opened fired in an El Paso Wal-Mart.
According to a CBS News article, Crusius killed
22 people. After the shooting, Wal-Mart first
reacted by taking down displays of violent video
games in stores.
It was like they were saying: "Did you know
that video games kill people?" "Actually, did you
know that it was a video game that shot those
people?" This appears to be their misguided logic
in that move.
In early September, though, Wal-Mart decided
that taking down violent video game displays
wasn’t enough. In a press release, Wal-Mart stated
they would do the following:
"After selling through our current inventory
commitments, we will discontinue sales of shortbarrel rifle ammunition such as the .223 caliber
and 5.56 caliber that, while commonly used in
some hunting rifles, can also be used in large

capacity clips on military-style weapons;
We will sell through and discontinue handgun
ammunition;
And we will discontinue handgun sales
in Alaska, marking our complete exit from
handguns."
Wal-Mart also said they would approach
Congress about stricter gun regulations.
As of 2015, Wal-Mart stopped selling assault
rifles and now has to sell through this select
inventory. This will take weeks, but they are
taking steps in the right direction.
However, it seems like a cop out, and they are
not the only store guilty.
After the 2018 Parkland shooting, Dick’s
Sporting Goods, the large sporting goods retailer,
stopped selling guns in 10 of its stores as a test
run and banned assault style weapons. Earlier this
year, they announced the removal of guns from
125 of its stores. However, Dick’s has over 700
store locations.
These are monumental and important steps for
both Wal-Mart and Dick’s, but it’s not enough. If
CEOs cared about the lives of Americans as much
as they care about their bottom line, we would see
better and faster initiatives to stop the sale of any
sort of gun, or ammunition, until we have better
gun laws and regulations in this country.
Welcome to the United States of America! We
are capitalists! We love money! We have more
mass shootings than any other nation in the world!
Our public officials use gun control as a campaign
slogan. We post thoughts and prayers on social
media platforms as if they mean or do anything for
the victims and survivors of mass shootings.
Here in America, we have to rely on large
corporations to try and make change on Capitol
Hill. If we continue to rely on CEOs, who are only
willing to make the minimum effort, then we will
continue to lose innocent humans.
Anisa Venner-Johnston | @edinboronow

Mississippi business turns
away interracial couple
By Erica Burkholder & Abby Martinson
Sports Editor| Staff Writer

As parts of the south braced themselves to face Hurricane Dorian, the owners of Boone’s Camp
Event Hall in Booneville, Mississippi faced the storm of the internet’s wrath.
The owner, Donna Russell, faced major scrutiny from the internet after she told a black man and
his white fiancée, who remain unnamed, that she would not host the couple because they were an
interracial partnership.
After the groom’s sister, LaKambria Welch, was notified that the owners were refusing to host the
wedding, Welch drove to the venue herself and filmed the encounter she had with the owner and
posted it to Facebook.
In the video, Russell said that she did not want to “argue [about] her faith” when Welch confronted
her. Welch countered her by stating that she and her brother are of the Christian faith and do not agree
with her refusal to marry the couple.
After the initial video went viral, Russell posted a now-deleted apology to Boone's Camp Event
Hall's Facebook page, stating they had previously thought that interracial marriage was against the
teachings of the Bible and that there were verses to support her belief. "...But to my finding it is not
supported at all," Russell said.
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Pornhub attacks pollution
with suggestive video
By Zeila Hobson
Staff Writer

Pornography. The very word has a negative connotation, the kind of distasteful aura that
makes grandmothers wrinkle their noses and that can elicit shame from anyone who hears it,
deserved or not. Mothers and fathers condemn it, religious ideologies shroud it in evil, and
many actors who have left the industry have little praise for the profession.
Jessie Rogers, an ex-pornstar, told the administrators of the self-proclaimed non-partisan and
non-religious AntiPornography.org about the horrors of the industry, saying, “some people think
that they are doing nothing wrong by watching porn, but in reality they are supporting filmed
prostitution that influences individuals to degrade, beat, rape, and sometimes even kill other
individuals.”
Yet, the porn industry is thriving. Thousands of websites exist for viewing and exchanging
images of all imaginable depravities, and despite their allegedly evil nature, they are immensely
popular. According to Forbes.com, porn revenue is somewhere between 2.6 and 3.9 billion
dollars annually.
A significant portion of that cash flow can be attributed to Pornhub.com, arguably the most
popular porn site on the internet. With millions of visitors every day and an incomprehensible
amount of content, Pornhub has become a household name — or at least a name you whisper to
a friend behind your closed bedroom door.
Pornhub has something for everyone, but in recent years, the company has added something
unexpected, while beginning to change the connotation surrounding the word “pornography.”
They've begun to engage in sexual health initiatives and have begun raising money for charities
combating issues like climate change and sexuality-based discrimination.
Pornhub’s Sexual Wellness Center, directed by Dr. Laurie Betito, a clinical psychologist
specializing in sex and sexuality, is an online hub of information regarding STDs/STIs,
reproductive health, sex technology and how to build and navigate healthy relationships.
Initially, the website was going to be a year-long project, but the Sexual Wellness Center became
so popular and helped so many visitors that Pornhub relaunched it for a second year.
Offering articles like, “Mainstream Porn and Female Pleasure,” “What is a Pap Test?” and
“Why You Won’t Be Able to Tell if Someone Has an STD,” the site is littered with useful research
and answers to the questions most people never think to ask. Also featuring weekly Q&As with
Betito, the site is a powerful educational resource for everyone from teenagers to the elderly.
In a valiant effort to normalize conversations regarding sex, Pornhub has gone beyond the call
of duty for a mainstream porn site with the Sexual Wellness Center. One could say that Pornhub
cares.
In fact, Pornhub says that. On their website extension, pornhub.com/cares, the company
outlines the many initiatives they promote now and their long list of expired campaigns.
In 2017, and a couple of years prior, the company offered a $25,000 college scholarship. The
essay question for 2017’s scholarship was, “How is your work contributing to a better future for
the world?”
In 2016, Pornhub fundraised for a charity dedicated to ending domestic violence, as well as a
non-profit determined to conserve whales during their “Help Pornhub Cares Save the Whales”
initiative. All visitors are welcome on the site; recent initiatives include optimizing the platform
for the visually impaired as well as adding closed captioning to all videos.
This past spring, Pornhub raised money to save the honeybees with their “BeeSexual”
initiative, which involved adding voiceovers to nature videos of bees that made them “funny,
kinky nature porn,” according the site. For every view of the videos, Pornhub donated to beesaving charities.
In a similar campaign a couple of years before, Pornhub called on its independent
contributors and viewers to make porn dressed as pandas. For every video uploaded and
every view on those videos, Pornhub donated to charities dedicated to panda conservation.
Unorthodox, but effective.
The same can be said of the most recent initiative posted on Pornhub Cares: “The Dirtiest
Porn Ever.” A video featuring a popular outdoor porn couple, "LeoLulu," "doing the nasty" on a
beach covered in plastic waste is the basis of the campaign. For each full view of the uncensored
video, Pornhub will donate to an ocean waste cleanup organization called Ocean Polymers.
“The mass consumption of single-use plastic has become so common,” the website reads, “that
we often don’t realize how much of it winds up on our beaches and in our oceans.”￼
￼ An argument made against watching porn is that effects on the brain are unknown; that
porn makes the viewer unhealthy sexually, and that it negatively impacts the reward pathway
in the brain and conditions us for instant gratification. In addition, some say the companies
peddling such smut should be eliminated and the ground they stood on rinsed with holy water.
Pornhub is challenging the stigmas surrounding porn, and all manners of sexuality, through
their Sexual Wellness Center and in trying to help save the world through charity.
Jessie Rogers’ horrible experiences in the porn industry are nothing to scoff at. However,
it is heartening to see that Pornhub is adapting the industry to the extent that watching porn
can mean supporting the removal of plastic waste from our oceans and promoting an end to
domestic violence, instead of supporting the degradation of women and “filmed prostitution.”
Zeila Hobson | @edinboronow

“Telling two people in love that their want for unity is wrong is
something that no person should have a say over."
After consulting with their pastor, the owners realized they were wrong in their refusals. Russell was
also informed that the U.S. Supreme Court overturned bans against interracial marriage in Loving v.
Virginia in 1967.
As a woman in an interracial relationship and someone who grew up in the church, I was horrified
but not all that surprised. Even though Russell has since apologized after searching her Bible and
talking to her pastor, it still is too little, too late.
This woman had already told a Christian couple that they couldn’t get married at her venue because
their skin colors were different. This isn’t something ever said in the Bible. Russell says that growing up,
it was an unspoken rule to stick to your own race.
As someone who has been told to stick to their own race, that excuse just doesn’t work. We don’t
have the right to say something is sinful because of our religious beliefs, then backpedal after finally
deciding to research it.
Telling two people in love that their want for unity is wrong is something that no person should
have a say over.
How this will affect the wedding venue is still up in the air, but as a white woman dating a black
man, I’m not upset at the idea of Welch losing business. Welch only publicly changed her view because
she was called out by her pastor and her community. Those who continue to seek Welch’s services
should consider their own moral standpoints.
While in Mississippi, it is legal to discriminate against members of the LGBTQIA+ community if
they wish to invoke religious beliefs, but that law doesn’t apply to discriminating against interracial
couples. This could result in a lawsuit.
Will it make it to the Supreme Court? I'm not sure, however, it does force us to question our
Constitution. Which is more important? Your freedoms to religion and expression, or that everyone is
created equal and we can no longer discriminate against people for their race?
This incident could have been easily avoided if the event venue had been more focused on business
instead of gatekeeping others’ love.
I really hope Welch meant her apology and she's learned that she can’t control love. The bride
reportedly forgave Russell, and while Russell offered to cover the cost of hosting the offended couple's
wedding at her venue, they found another. However, Boone's Camp Event Hall has stated that they
denied gay marriages and mix-raced marriages before, so who’s to say how many other couples were
turned away because their love wasn’t measuring up to their standards?
Erica Burkholder| @edinboronow
Abby Martinson| @edinboronow

Screenshots of Pornhub video

Pornhub couple, 'Leolulu,' in the 'Dirtiest Porn Ever' video.
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Texas passes major legislation
aiding sexual assault survivors
By Livia Homerski
Executive Editor

Texas has passed monumental legislation in favor of sexual
assault survivors through several House and Senate bills.
Senate Bill 405: “Every Sexual Assault Investigation into
FBI Database”; Senate Bill 8: “90 Day Recommendation for
Rape Kits”; House Bill 8: “Removing Statute of Limitation
for Certain Sexual Assaults”; Senate Bill 1802: “Enhanced
Punishment for Human Trafficking”; as well as several other
bills pertaining to aiding survivors of sexual assault and
trafficking went into effect on Sept. 1.
This wave of legislation tackles some of the biggest issues
facing victims in assault cases, such as addressing Texas’s
rape kit backlog and increasing oversight to cases of reported
sexual assault.
The most obvious and pertinent solution to processing rape
kits was to increase funding for rape kit processing centers.
There will now be $54 million in grants and state funding
set aside for these labs and agencies, as long as the centers
effectively file and process their kits within 90 days of being
collected. In addition, it was established that survivors can be
tested for up to seven days after an assault rather than five.
The 90-day timeline now ensures kits to be processed in
time to be used as evidence for related court cases. A new
system was developed where a bar code is put on each kit
so that the survivor can track where their kit is as it makes
its way through evaluation. There are updated guidelines
for notifying law enforcement when the kits are done being
processed and ready to be used as evidence. There are also
mandates for increased training for all law enforcement
officers on how to handle sexual assault and trafficking cases.
Previously, survivors were left in the dark as to where
their kit was, with many kits never being processed, or
being processed past the statute of limitations and rendered
as ineligible evidence. This further enforced a cycle of
victimization on a systematic level and shows how many
holes were left in the fabric of previous legislation.
Agencies with currently untested kits related to active
cases must send them to labs by early 2020. There is also a
new reporting requirement for law enforcement to enter all
reported sexual assaults into an FBI database. Agencies that
don’t comply with and follow these updated procedures will
find their funding at risk.
Another major win is that the crime of human trafficking
is rightfully being considered more heinous, and all human
trafficking related offenses will be prosecuted one level
higher, meaning that offenders will receive longer and
potentially harsher punishments.
The issues being tackled in this legislation are not just
exclusive to Texas — every state should be looking at their

laws and reforming the areas where the laws routinely bar
victims of sex-related crimes from their opportunity to
get justice.
Roughly 20 percent of the United States’ reported
human trafficking crimes travel through Texas, according
to Texas Attorney General Greg Abbott. The organization
Human Trafficking Search cited Texas as the state with
the second highest reported human trafficking cases, just
behind California. Although it's unclear how much harsher
punishments will be and exactly how many years traffickers
and violators of these laws will receive, anything is an
upgrade from the measly, average “up to five years” sentence
many traffickers received in Texas and continue to receive in
states like California.
It may be surprising to some that a historically rightleaning state is now looking to aid women and survivors
of assault, considering the war many conservatives have
waged on women’s reproductive rights, but this legislation
shows increasing awareness of how devastating assault is,
as well as a possible turn of partisan tides when it comes to
support of these issues. Democrat-led states like California
are far behind in producing effective legislation, which is
both curious and upsetting considering the outrage by state
democratic congressmen and women when alleged abuser
Brett Kavanaugh was secured as a Supreme Court justice.
It is a reminder of the classic adage, “actions speak louder
than words,” especially as known personal-space invader Joe
Biden is still being considered as a front-runner for the 2020
Democratic nomination. Biden is a great example because
although he helped write the historic Violence Against Women
Act (VAWA) of 1994, he has also seen massive scrutiny for both
his “he said, she said” comments regarding the Anita Hill case
and recent sexual misconduct and groping allegations.
In addition, there are many gaps and loopholes throughout
VAWA that are just being patched up by legislation now. As
the bill has continually been voted on to be reauthorized over
the past 25 years, while other great amendments regarding
protections for LGBTQIA+ citizens and Native American
rights were added, why were improvements for sexual assault
laws neglected? One-time activism isn’t enough to combat the
growing and evolving problems associated with sexual assault
and trafficking, and what we thought was decent punishment
two decades ago is not enough for the enormity of the issue now.
Survivor’s rights are now better informing the laws that
we are governed by, increasing the opportunity for justice to
those who were done egregiously wrong. This is a huge win
for Texan survivors and potential survivors all across the U.S.
once other legislators step up and follow in the Lone-Star
State’s lead.
Livia Homerski | @edinboronow
Take advantage of those pumpkin recipes you are seeing
online as the fall rolls in. After all, when are you really going to
get to eat pumpkin pie again if you don’t do it now?
— Go to a haunted house.
Take a group of friends with you to the scariest haunted house
you can find and watch the looks of horror on their faces as you
casually pretend haunted houses don’t bother them.
— Navigate your way through an escape room.
If you don’t know what an escape room is, it’s where a group
of people gather in a themed room and are given clues on how to
solve a puzzle and escape before the time is up. Find a Halloween
themed one and you’ve got yourself a fun-filled, fall night.

How to stay busy
throughout fall
By Abby Martinson
Staff Writer

Summer may be over, but that definitely doesn’t mean the fun
has to stop. This fall can be filled with so many activities and
festivities, you’ll be sure to not get those winter blues just yet.
Here are just a few things that you might want to consider
putting on your fall bucket list.

— Go apple picking.
In most parts of the U.S., the best time to find the ripest
apples are during the last few weeks of September and into
early October, according to The Huffington Post. There is a vast
number of treats that can be made from apples such as apple
butter, apple pie and, of course, candy apples!
— Go to a football game.
Not only is football the go-to sport for the fall season, but it's
also a good way to get your school spirit on.
— Go hiking.
Although this may sound like a summer activity, it can
actually be much more enjoyable to hike in cooler temperatures
and with no bugs. The colorful, autumnal scenery also enhances
the outdoor experience.

— Have a scary movie marathon.
What better way to ring in the spooky season than by
watching your favorite horror movies? Of course, you’ll have to
start with the classics: “Nightmare on Elm St.,” “Hocus Pocus”
and “Friday the 13th.”

— Go antiquing/thrifting.
When many of the bigger antique shows and flea markets
open up, this is definitely a great way to treat yourself to some
new finds without breaking the bank.

— Pumpkin Carving.
This one might be cliché, but if you really think about, when is
the last time you carved a pumpkin? Head to the grocery store,
find the fattest pumpkin you can and carve away. Oh, and be
sure not to forget to roast those pumpkin seeds!

— Make hot apple cider.
Not only is this drink a staple of the season, but it's extremely
easy and affordable to make, as well. What’s also nice about it
is that you don’t even have to make it yourself if you don’t want
to — just about every store in the area will definitely be selling
apple cider throughout the fall season.

— Make desserts.

Abby Martinson | @edinboronow

Overheard debates:
gun control amidst
national tragedies
By Abby Martinson and JayJay Japser
Staff Writer|Contributing Writer

Q: How do you feel about gun control? Do you own guns? If so,
how many and what types?
AM: I feel as though gun control is completely necessary at this
point considering the amount of mass shootings in this country. I
do not own any guns of my own.
JJ: I feel that gun control is in violation of the American people’s
second amendment right to own firearms. I don’t own a firearm,
but I know people that do. They own three guns: a hunting gun,
similar to a .308, and two for defense, similar to an AR-15 and a
Glock 19. Firearms are a tool.
Q: According to an article by The Washington Post from early
August, there have been 20 mass shootings since Trump took
office. In another article by The Washington Post, in his eight years,
Obama had a total of 32 mass shootings. How do you interpret that
from a political standpoint?
AM: I feel as though Americans are much more influenced
by our leaders than we even know. If we have a president that is
blatantly hateful and unprofessional, it will inspire those living in
this country to mirror the same type of hate and unethical values. I
feel as though a president with decent character has the capability
to set a positive example, such as acceptance and love for one
another.
On the other hand, if a president has questionable character,
they have the capability to enhance the hate and violence that is
built up in the individuals who already have it, leading to disaster
and tragedy.
JJ: From a political standpoint, we need to focus less on the
restrictions of firearms and more on the advancement of better
mental health facilities and better mental health practices.
Restricting guns will not stop mass killings committed by those
that have a mental illness. We need to focus more on stopping
people that have a severe mental illness from having a gun, and less
on taking away rights from people that don’t have a mental illness.
Q: There was recently another shooting in Texas. What steps
should we take to stop them from happening so frequently?
AM: I think it comes down to simplistic terms. If someone
is given something and cannot use it responsibly, it should be
taken away, or at least a little harder to obtain. Yes, the second
amendment does indeed state that we have the right to bear arms
and protect ourselves. However, at this point we would be even
more protected if guns were harder to obtain.
Therefore, I don’t think gun control would be infringing on our
rights of protection, it would just be a different way of interpreting
it. When buying a gun, extensive background checks, as well as a
mental health evaluation, should be done before approval to obtain
one. Also, I don’t think it's completely necessary to own an assault
rifle. If someone really just wants a gun to protect themselves, I
believe a simple handgun would suffice, if they insist on doing so.
JJ: As I said before, we need to focus more on mental illnesses
and preventing the people that have a severe mental illness from
getting firearms. We need to increase the police presence in areas
that are at a higher risk for mass shootings. We all need to be aware
of the people around us and make reports when we are concerned
about certain people.
Q: There is this argument that even if we ban guns, people
will still find a way to get them. What do you think about that
argument?
AM: Of course, there might be those few individuals that will
find a way to bypass the system and obtain a gun. However, gun
control would still definitely reduce the number of mass shootings.
I would rather, at least, reduce the number of mass shootings if we
can, than allow them to keep increasing. There needs to be at least
some effort made toward reducing the fatalities due to guns in this
country. I would rather start somewhere than nowhere at all.
JJ: That argument is absolutely true. We cannot just blindly think
that we can take away people’s God-given right to own firearms
and think that they will not find a way get them back.
Q: What do you hope our next president will do regarding guns
in 2020? What do you hope for the country?
AM: I hope the next president will set some rules and
regulations on what it takes to obtain a gun, or even just ban them
all together. I hope that our country will come to an agreement or
at least a compromise on what it really means to be protected.
There has to be a way to reduce the gun tragedies that are
happening. It has got to a point where change is necessary. I hope
our country will elect a president that has the character and values
that is desperately needed to affect change.
JJ: I hope the next president stops trying to take away our right
to own guns, simply because the liberal left thinks that a gun can
kill someone. It is the person that is wielding the gun that does the
killing. If these people don’t have good mental health, these mass
shootings will continue.
My hope for the country is that we focus more on increasing the
awareness of mental disorders and wellness rather than blaming
a tool that need an operator to function. I hope for better mental
health practices and mental health facilities that will help bring
these mass shooting numbers down.
Abby Martinson| @edinboronow
JayJay Jasper | @edinboronow

Do you have concerns you would like to express in the Spectator?
We want to hear them

Editorial Policy:

Your letter must be 500 words or less, and for the purpose of verification, please include your name and phone
number. Letters, sent to voices.spectator@gmail.com, must be received the Monday before publication.
The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters and to reject letters that
may contain false or libelous statements.
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General McLane School District adds 9 teachers to staff
General McLane School District has
welcomed nine new teachers to the district
this year.
Sarah Garofalo will be the school nurse
at the high school. She previously worked
as a school nurse for the City of Erie School
District and as both a Cardiovascular Nuero
ICU Nurse and Telemetry Nurse for Saint
Vincent Health Center. Garofalo earned her
Bachelor of Science in Nursing from Carlow
University and earned her school nurse
certificate from LaSalle University.
Zach Lucas will be an autistic support
teacher at James W. Parker Middle
School. Lucas graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Edinboro University with his
bachelor’s degree in early childhood and
special education. He was awarded the
Outstanding Senior in Counseling from
the School of Psychology and Special
Education Department. Lucas previously
served as an autistic support teacher at both
Fairview Elementary School and North East
Intermediate Elementary. Outside of the
classroom, Lucas has coached high school
wrestling and football.
Marshall McCormick will be a health
and physical education teacher at James
W. Parker Middle School. McCormick
recently graduated from Slippery Rock
University with his bachelor’s degree. He
has certifications in health and physical
education, biology, and as a library media
specialist. McCormick worked with the
Grove City YMCA and Evangel Heights
Daycare and has coached high school track
and football, as well as a variety of youth
sports including basketball, hockey and
soccer. Prior to attending Slippery Rock, he
was a member of Robert Morris University’s
Division 1 football team.
Devon Mellin will be an emotional
support teacher at James W. Parker
Middle School. She previously was a
long-term substitute in the district, as
well as Northwestern School District,

and she worked at Fort LeBoeuf Middle
School through the Northwest Tri-County
Intermediate Unit.
She taught a variety of classes at the
Barber National Institute, participating
in their arts and residency program and
implemented a monthly character education
program. Mellin has a bachelor’s from
Edinboro University and is working on
obtaining her master’s from Edinboro, as
well. Mellin is a member of the Lake Erie
Area Down Syndrome Group.
Kendra Moran will be a part-time art
teacher at McKean Elementary School.
Moran graduated Cum Laude from
Edinboro University with a Bachelor of
Science in Art Education and a Bachelor
of Fine Art. She has served as a substitute
teacher for a variety of schools throughout
the area and teaches tumbling and tap dance
for the Erie Dance Theater. Moran has
taught dance and cheerleading to beginners
and advanced students. She’s a member of
the National Art Education Association and
the Pennsylvania Statewide Afterschool/
Youth Development Network.
Alicia Terrill will be the literacy
interventionist at General McLane High
School. Terrill graduated Summa Cum
Laude from Mercyhurst University and
received her master’s from Edinboro
University. She has teaching certifications in
English as a Second Language, as a reading
specialist, as a library media specialist, and
in English. Terrill has worked in General
McLane schools previously, working as an
ESL teacher through the Northwest TriCounty Intermediate Unit and as a library
aide in General McLane High School.
Terrill has volunteered for many different
organizations and is very active with the
Edinboro United Methodist Church, serving
on their administrative board and ministry
council, as well as teaching vacation Bible
school and Sunday school among many
other involvements.

Jeff Tyree will be a guidance counselor
at General McLane High School. Tyree
previously served as the district’s mental
health liaison. He joined the district in
2017 after working 16 years as a mental
health professional within the Achievement
Center, Stairways Behavioral Health,
and Safe Harbor Behavioral Health. He
graduated from Edinboro University with
his bachelor’s in speech communication and
earned two master’s degrees from Edinboro:
one in sociology and one in school
counseling. Tyree is also a National Certified
Counselor (NCC).
Hannah Washek will be an emotional
support teacher at General McLane High
School. Washek graduated Magna Cum
Laude from Westminster College with her
bachelor’s degree in early childhood and
special education. She’s currently enrolled
in the master’s program at Westminster
College. She has served as an emotional
support teacher through Sarah Reed
and worked at both South Hills Child
Development Center and Barber National
Institute’s Camp Connections. She taught
students on a mission trip to the Dominican
Republic and has volunteered with a variety
of organizations. While in college, Washek
was a three-year member of their volleyball
program and participated in Kappa Delta
Phi and Pi Sigma Pi.
Kayla Windsor will be an autistic support
teacher, provided through the Barber
National Institute (BNI). Windsor was
teaching at the Elizabeth Lee Black School
at BNI before she was transferred to General
McLane. Windsor graduated Cum Laude
from Edinboro University with a dual major
in early education and special education
and with a STEM Endorsement. She has
volunteered as a reading tutor at McKean
Elementary and as a volunteer for STEM
Day.
The General McLane graduate has a
daughter, who is 1 and a half years old.

McLane launches cyber charter alternative

By Richard Scaletta

General McLane School District Superintendent
You may have noticed in the news last week that Governor
Wolf was in town to promote his charter school reforms. His belief
that Pennsylvania’s 1997 Charter School Law is outdated is not
an opinion, it is fact. When that law was conceived, cyber schools
did not exist, so the application of the law to these online services
was not part of the original plan. When Jack Wagner was auditor
general, he twice outlined why Pennsylvania’s charter school law was
“the worst in the country.”
The formula used to take district dollars for these charters
includes the costs we pay to maintain “brick and mortars,” as well
as some services charters do not offer. So, the cyber charters have
enough money leftover to accumulate large fund balances, pay for
advertising, and provide huge profit for their parent companies
(which provide the online content as a for-profit entity). One of the
problems here is that these for-profit companies are bringing in
gobs of taxpayer money but are not subject to Right to Know laws;
therefore, taxpayers cannot know the full story. The governor wants
to change this.
Year after year, Stanford University has published the CREDO
report, which has tracked the lack of success of cyber schooling
for K-12 students. Recent analysis by their researchers found that
“students lose an academic year in math and reading for every year
they spend in cyber school.” Multiple other studies show they have
failed students who do not make academic progress. Using the state’s
own rating system, General McLane schools outscore cyber charters
anywhere from 35 to 50 points. Yet, our taxpayers had to pay those
under-performing schools $500,000 last year!
We recently did an analysis of the past five years of our big picture
finances. During that time, the additional mils of taxes levied
brought us $700,000. Increases from state education funding to us
brought in $701,000. So, essentially, our revenue increase over that
period was $1.4 million.
During that same period, we paid over $2 million to cyber charter
schools! When you factor in the payments to the pension fund and
normal course of doing business (salaries, maintenance, utilities,
etc.), you can see why we are going to drain our reserves and be
insolvent.
This year, after fighting it as long as I could, we are implementing
our own cyber school to try to get back some of the $500,000 we
are losing each year. Like 65 other districts in Pennsylvania, we are

working with Virtual Learning Network (VLN) Partners. What a
cyber charter does poorly for $11,000 a student, they will do much
better for us at $3,500. That price disparity should speak volumes.
We will pay $19,000 for a special needs student in cyber charter, but
still only the $3,500 with VLN.
We recently invited parents sending their children to cyber
charters to a meeting about our new program. Parents representing
seven students currently in, or considering cyber chartering attended
and were very impressed with the VLN program. The degree of
accountability and support students will be provided in our program
is far and above the cyber charters. Districts using VLN have told us
that some students left PA Cyber Charter to do VLN, but they went
back to PA Cyber Charter because it was less work! That should also
speak volumes.
Our program will also offer a “blended approach.” That means the
students enrolled may take a mixture of cyber classes and classes on
campus. Students enrolled in Cyber Charters are no longer one of
our students. In our cyber program, they remain our student, thus
we call the program, Lancers Online.

Contributed Photos
As I mentioned earlier, behind every cyber charter school is a
for-profit company that provides the online curriculum. They are
able to hide behind these “free public schools” and make huge profit.
They also make large, six-digit contributions to key politicians. Thus,
despite abysmal performance, the legislative leadership has thwarted
any true reform and allowed only a few bills they call “reform” to be
passed. These bills do little to rein in costs or provide transparency
and accountability for these schools. There is a lot of money at play
here, so it will be difficult to get these reforms in place. Taxpayers
need to be heard!
It will take legislation to get the accountability needed to reign in
these costs. Let the legislative leadership know you are in favor of the
governor’s charter school reforms:
Senate President Pro Tem: Jake Scarnatti, jscarnati@pasen.gov
Senate Floor Leader: Jake Corman, jcorman@pasen.gov House
Speaker: Mike Turzai, mturzai@pahousegop.com
Majority Whip: Bryan Cutler, bcutler@pahousegop.com
Pictured: Top, Richard Scaletta with state rep Ryan Bizzarro.
Bottom, Richard Scaletta with Pennsylvania governor Tom Wolf.

Food cart, bus communication
upgrades and curriculum
changes highlight additions to
General McLane School District

Contributed Photo

The new Protein-To-Go cart at the high school.

General McLane School District has officially kicked off the
2019-2020 school year. This year, the district welcomed 143 new
students and 141 members of the class of 2032.
As children are back in the classrooms, students and parents
alike will notice some new things around the district.
— Buses equipped with First Responder Network Authority
General McLane School District is the first district in
Northwestern Pennsylvania to get a major boost in its buses’
wireless communications with an upgrade to First Responder
Network Authority (FirstNet). This independent authority
within the U.S. Department of Commerce will provide
immediate and reliable communication from buses to the
District Transportation Director and Head Mechanic. They’ll
also be immediately connected to school resource officer Jose
Montes and the Erie County Sheriff ’s Office for emergency
situations.
— Drone technology enters schools
General McLane High School students will now have
exposure to the use of drone technology for career pathways
in computer science. Thanks to the PAsmart Targeted Grant,
General McLane High School purchased 30 drones, which will
be used in the “Coding II” course this school year, as well as
new drone courses that will be available to high school students
in the 2020-2021 school year. The second component of this
new curriculum includes partnerships with both Edinboro
University and North Coast Flight School. High school students
will be able to take Edinboro University’s “An Introduction to
Unmanned Vehicles” through a dual-enrollment program.
— Certificate in Quality Assurance Dual Enrollment Program
Thanks to a partnership with Edinboro University and a grant
the university received from the PA Department of Community
and Economic Development (DCED), public high school
students can earn a Certificate in Quality Assurance and 15
college credits (free of charge) once they complete the required
online courses and an internship during their junior and senior
years of high school. Six General McLane students are currently
enrolled in the first pilot of the program this fall.
— Protein To-Go Cart
General McLane High School has a new “protein to-go” cart
stationed in the gym lobby every morning, thanks to a grant.
As students come in from the bus, they can use their four-digit
code to get hard-boiled eggs, yogurt and fruit parfaits, meat
and cheese breakfast sandwiches, quality protein bars, and fruit.
The district was awarded $4,660 through part of Pennsylvania
Governor Tom Wolf ’s school breakfast initiative and it’s meant
to provide students with alternative breakfast methods to fuel
better academic performance.
— More Developments
There will be new curriculum for technology education, high
school math and eighth grade language arts. “Healthy Living”
is also a new elective being taught at James W. Parker Middle
School.
In a week or so, the district will be rolling out “Not Here,”
a district-wide program to encourage students to make their
school a place free from bias and unkind acts to others.
Outside of welcoming nine teachers, the District also
welcomed a handful of new instructional staff, including:
— Laura Brown, administrative assistant, James W. Parker
Middle School.
— Mitch Skladanowski, maintenance.
— Heather Bochert, administrative specialist in human
resources and business office.
— Amy Skladanowski, food services manager.
— Kristina Sonney, receptionist, James W. Parker Middle
School.
— Taylor Paulus, food services.

